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AGENDA ITEM 3 – REPORT BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 3

REPORT BY THE PRESIDENT OF CAeM
1.

INTRODUCTION

This report covers the overall activities and organization of the Commission since its
twelfth session in Montreal, Canada, in September 2002. That session formed a Management
Group, which has met formally twice: in Hall, Austria, in April 2004, and in Boulder, Colorado,
USA, in April 2006.
2.

PLANNING

The activities of the Commission since CAeM-XII have been fundamentally driven by the
Aeronautical Meteorology Component of the Sixth Long-term Plan (6LTP). Full details of the
elements of this are contained in CAeM-XIII/Doc. 9(1), along with the latest survey information to
track progress, since our component included performance indicators.
In line with the development of the WMO Strategic Plan 2008-2011 (formerly the Seventh
Long-term Plan or the Seventh Strategic Plan) the Management Group has formulated a draft
Operating Plan for 2008-2011, contained in CAeM-XIII/Doc. 9(2). This focuses on where the
Commission and the Secretariat can add value in terms of assisting WMO Members in their own
production of aeronautical meteorological services, and on working with other groups as much as
possible rather than duplicating activities. The key tasks are seen as:
(a)

Provide access to training;

(b)

Facilitate good relationships and collaboration between Members and their customers and
partners including civil aviation administrations and air navigation service providers;

(c)

Assist Members in planning for future aeronautical meteorological service provision;

(d)

Collaborate with ICAO on the design and assessment of a new terminal weather forecast;

(e)

Ensure aeronautical meteorology interests are taken into account and capabilities made
available in cross-cutting activities and other constituent bodies of WMO;

(f)

Ensure that WMO Members’ interests are represented in ICAO regional planning, study
and operations groups;

(g)

Survey Members’ capabilities for aeronautical meteorological service provision.

3.

STRUCTURE AND EXPERTISE

CAeM-XII decided on an evolution of our former structure of two working groups – an
open PROMET and a small closed TREND - into having two Open Programme Area Groups
(OPAGs) PROMET and TREND, with clearly defined terms of reference, which responded to the
6LTP.
Subsequently, through e-mail discussion involving the Management Group, we came up
with a structure of four Expert Teams and one Rapporteur for each of the OPAGs. In a letter sent
in January 2003 the Secretariat sought nominations from Member countries for those eight Teams
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and two Rapporteurs. This elicited a pleasing number of more than 150 nominations of experts to
help in the work of the Commission.
However, the process of considering these applications and agreeing on Expert Team
Chairs and having them set up their teams all took time. It was more than 18 months after
CAeM-XII that one could say most of the Expert Teams were underway with their activities, and
had established plans and milestones and quarterly reports. Encouragingly, once the structure
was in place, there was remarkably little turnover in terms of chairs and co-chairs.
I have nothing but praise for the efforts of all those who were sincerely involved in
implementing the elements of the new structure. However, we also learned many lessons about
what could be improved. We believe we were too optimistic in what we thought we could achieve.
There was limited funding for meetings of expert teams. But we also have limits in terms of the
number of experts who can serve the Commission, and the time they are able to spend on
Commission activities.
As can be seen under agenda item 10, the Management Group has therefore decided
after careful consideration and discussion to propose to the Commission to adopt a streamlined
structure, focussed on the essential roles that the Commission must play and being more in line
with the available resources in terms of expert participation and available funding. We have also
sought nominations of experts well in advance of this Commission session so that the process of
getting groups underway should be much faster.
We also need to do better with our voluntary experts. In the letter seeking nominations
we have sought a commitment up front from them, and from their institutions, that they will be able
to put in the time needed when they are nominated for work for the Commission. But we also need
to make sure that the valuable work they do is recognized by their institutions, rather than being
seen as a diversion from their day job.
4.

BUDGETS

I am grateful for the resources which are provided through WMO for the AeMP. In
particular, it is pleasing that we have been able to hold a technical conference in association with
CAeM-XIII – the first since TECTAM in 1990.
Nonetheless, I have for many years expressed my concern that the level of funding is
insufficient, and did not reflect the importance of aeronautical meteorology for all Members of
WMO, nor recognize the very real risks for Members and for the basic system if we do not
adequately support them in delivering a high quality service and obtaining appropriate cost
recovery.
The Executive Council, at its fifty-eighth session in Geneva this year, did recognize this in
its report, where paragraph 3.4.3.1 states in part that:
“Concerning the importance of the Aeronautical Meteorology Programme, the Council:
(a)

Requested the Secretary-General to endeavour to provide increased resources to
the Aeronautical Meteorology Programme, which currently represented about
1 percent of the WMO budget, while aeronautical meteorology brought in as much
as 30% of the budgets of many NMHSs;

(b)

Requested the Secretary-General to highlight and promote the role of NMHSs to
ensure they were properly recognized for their operation of the basic system on
which aeronautical meteorological services throughout the globe depended; “
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Nonetheless, ongoing promotion of the importance of AeMP will be required to ensure an
appropriate level of funding will be provided by Cg-XV in May 2007, and beyond.
5.
TRAINING AND PUBLICATIONS
Support for Members to assist them in enhancing their service delivery and customer
satisfaction is our highest priority, and training is an important component of this. Despite the
persistent lack of adequate funding for training, we have managed to continue to conduct training
events, thanks to the cooperation and support of Members and other Organizations, and to the
availability of funds from the “cash surplus” from the previous financial period. Full details of
events conducted and publications issued are included under agenda item 5.
I am particularly pleased with the progress made by the Expert Team on Education and
Training, including the establishment of a dedicated Web site with online training materials at
http://www.caem.wmo.int .
6.

TREND OPAG
Full details on all activities under the TREND OPAG are covered under agenda item 4.1.

During the intersessional period, I designated a co-chair for the ET on Improvements to
Forecasts and Warnings when the existing Chair advised that he had insufficient time available to
devote to his duties. Since Herbert Puempel’s appointment in April 2006 as Chief, Aeronautical
Meteorology, Sharon Lau has assumed sole co-chairship of the TREND OPAG.
7.

PROMET OPAG
For full details, please refer to agenda item 4.2

Following the retirement of the Chair of the ET on Customer Focus, I designated one of its
members as acting Chair.
8.

AMDAR

Excellent progress on AMDAR continues to be made. A good indicator is to take a look at
the ECMWF data coverage maps (see http://tinyurl.com/konyx), which show that as of
August 2006 we now have something like 230,000 automated aircraft reports per day.
Comparable numbers were around 10,000 in 1990, 50,000 in 1998, and 100,000 in 2001.
In accordance with directions of Congress and the Executive Council, a migration of
responsibility for the AMDAR Programme from the AeMP to the World Weather Watch is
underway. For that reason, the draft Operating Plan for 2008-2011 does not refer to AMDAR
activities. This issue will be address under agenda item 4.2.6.
9.

LINKAGES WITH OTHER WMO ACTIVITIES

There is a definite trend within WMO, fostered by the Secretary-General, for crosscutting
activities and programmes which draw on or draw together many other parts of WMO. As well as
the recognition that a crosscutting approach is often required, this can also bring efficiencies when
a number of parts of the Organization work together rather than separately. Two examples of
particular relevance to CAeM are Quality Management, and observations. Such matters are often
discussed at the annual Meetings of Presidents of Technical Commissions.
I have since CAeM-XII appointed the following focal points on cross-cutting matters, as
well as becoming involved myself in THORPEX:
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•
•

Gender Issues (Sharon Lau from the MG);
WMO Information System (David Murphy,
subsequently replaced by H.G. Wai);

•

Metadata issues (David Murphy, Chair of ET/Operational Services);

•

Integrated Observing System Rolling Requirements Review (Herbert Pümpel, co-Chair of
TREND OPAG; subsequently replaced by C.M. Shun);

•

Quality Management (Bryan Boase, Chair of ET/Quality Management);

•

International Polar Year (Carr McLeod, vice-president; although subsequently
Jeff Stickland as the AMDAR Technical Coordinator (now retired) was more heavily
involved);

•

Natural Disaster Prevention and Mitigation (Carr McLeod, vice-president).

10.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Chair

of

ET/Operational

Services;

Thank you to the many people who have contributed to the work of the Commission over
the last four years. The Management Group – in particular the vice-president and the co-chairs of
the OPAGs – have been of great support and assistance to me. The Expert Teams, and their
chairs in particular, have valiantly grappled with the tasks allotted them
I am grateful for the dedicated work by the WMO Secretariat; in particular the recently
retired Chief and Scientific Officer in the WMO Secretariat – Tata Diallo and Saad Benarafa – while
also welcoming and appreciating the fresh approaches of Herbert Puempel as the new Chief of
Aeronautical Meteorology.
There are also many countries and organizations who have supported the activities of the
Commission, and there has been excellent cooperation with organizations including ICAO, IATA
and ASECNA.
Finally, I must also record, with sorrow, the passing in November 2005 of the former
president of the Commission, Charlie Sprinkle. Charlie was a great friend and mentor to me, and a
friend and colleague of many others.
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AGENDA ITEM 4.1 – REPORTS BY THE CO-CHAIRS OF OPEN PROGRAMME AREA
GROUPS (OPAGs)

OPAG TREND REPORTS
EXPERT TEAM ON EDUCATION AND TRAINING
EXPERT TEAM ON IMPROVEMENTS TO FORECASTS AND WARNINGS IN THE TERMINAL
AREA EXPERT TEAM ON QUALITY MANAGEMENT EXPERT TEAM ON
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT RAPPORTEUR ON AVIATION AND GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 4.1(1)
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1
At the twelfth session of the Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology (CAeM) held in
Montreal from 16–20 September 2002, the Commission decided that the Working Group on
Training, the Environment and New Developments in Aeronautical Meteorology (TREND) should
evolve into an Open Programme Area Group (OPAG) with amended terms of reference.
Dr Herbert Puempel (Austria) and Ms Sharon Lau (Hong Kong, China) were designated as Cochairs of OPAG-TREND. The Commission further agreed that OPAG-TREND would carry out its
tasks through a number of Expert Teams (ETs) established by the CAeM Management Group
(MG).
1.2
Subsequently through e-mail discussion involving the MG, it was decided that the
following four ETs and one Rapporteur be established under OPAG-TREND:
•
•
•
•
•

Expert Team on Education and Training (ET/ET);
Expert Team on Improvements to Forecasts and Warnings in the Terminal Area
(ET/IFW);
Expert Team on Quality Management (ET/QMS);
Expert Team on Performance Measurement (ET/PM);
Rapporteur on Aviation and Global Environment.

1.3
Nomination of experts to assist with the work of the ETs was invited on 21 January 2003
and the chairs and Rapporteur were finally appointed in May/June 2003. To share out the
workload of the co-chairs, Dr Puempel oversaw the work of the first 2 ETs until April 2006 when
Dr Puempel was appointed as Chief, Aeronautical Meteorology Unit of WMO. Ms Lau oversaw the
work of the remaining 2 ETs.
1.4
This report covers the activities of OPAG-TREND since the twelfth session in Montreal in
September 2002. To mention some highlights:
-

The ET/ET collected excellent training material from different sources both within the
meteorological services of their members and from recognized training institutions
such as COMET (USA). This information material is now available on a dedicated
web site (www.caem.wmo.int) hosted by the UKMO, thus allowing instant access to
the material to all aviation meteorologists with adequate web access;

-

The cooperation with ETR and ETAC also saw the publication of the Supplement,
Training and Qualification of Aeronautical Meteorological Personnel, to WMO-No. 258
– Guidelines for the Education and Training of Personnel in Meteorology and
Operational Hydrology.
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1.5
In respect of improvements to forecasts and warnings in the terminal area, a muchacclaimed International Symposium on Nowcasting, Very Short-Range Forecasting, Value Added
Services and User-oriented Aerodrome Forecasts (Toulouse, France, 5-10 September 2005) was
held in close cooperation with WWRP and hosted by Météo-France.
1.6
On assisting Members in the development of quality management systems for the
provision of meteorological service for international air navigation, a major milestone was achieved
with the joint publication of “ICAO Manual/WMO Guide on Quality Management System for the
provision of meteorological service for international air navigation” in 2006. Apart from the QMS
Guide, regional seminars for RAs I, II, V were held in Nairobi (17-19 May 2006) and Hong Kong,
China (22-25 November 2005).
1.7
On performance measurement, Members assessing the performance of TAF were
surveyed and examples of best practices in operation would be made available on the dedicated
training Web site discussed above.
1.8
TREND continued the publication of its widely esteemed Newsletter series. Apart from
providing a brief account of the activities of the ETs to bring the Members more up to date on the
activities by the various ETs, Newsletters (15) and (16) continued to provide reviewed and
commented abstracts of papers published at the 11th and 12th American Meteorological Society
(AMS) Conferences on Aviation, Range and Aerospace Meteorology.
2.

REPORT ON ACTIVITIES

The main activities carried out by the OPAG-TREND during this CAeM intersessional
period are:
2.1

Education and Training

The AeMP part of the Sixth Long-term Plan, (6LTP), in its paragraph 4.3.3 - Implementation of
activities for the period 2004-2007, specifically singled out training as one of the three highest
priorities and put emphasis on nowcasting and very short-range forecasting techniques, and on
ensuring that WAFS products are used to best advantage. Since the last CAeM session in
September 2002, over twenty important training events had been organized or co-sponsored by
WMO. A list of all the events is given in CAeM-XIII/Doc. 5(1). In line with the LTP, the training
events were focussed on the use of AMDAR, nowcasting while others were dedicated to cost
recovery, quality management and other aeronautical meteorological aspects.
2.1.2 To back up the above training events, a number of key guidance materials were reviewed
and updated and new guidance materials developed. The development/updating of 3 publications
is worth particular attention:
-

The ET/ET, through its Chair Mr Ian Lisk who serves as CAeM expert on the WMO
Expert Team on Accreditation and Certification in Meteorological Education and
Training (ETAC), had played a leading role in the production of the Supplement,
entitled Training and Qualification of Aeronautical Meteorological Personnel, to the
publication – Guidelines for the Education and Training of Personnel in Meteorology
and Operational Hydrology (WMO-No. 258). This publication, expected to be
published late 2006 in collaboration with ETR, will serve as the guiding principle for
training and qualification of aviation meteorologists;

-

The Guide on Meteorological Observations and Information Distribution Systems at
Aerodromes (WMO-No. 731) was updated by Mr Bryan Boase (Australia). The
Guide, presenting the observing systems that are currently available to meet stated
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operational requirements and providing guidance on the most suitable system to use,
would be particularly useful for meteorological service planning observing systems to
use in support of a new runway;
-

Last but not least is the publication of the joint ICAO/WMO document on Quality
Management System for the Provision of Meteorological Service to International Air
Navigation. The introduction of quality management provisions based on ISO9000 in
Amendment 72 to Technical Regulation [C.3.1] was one of the drivers for
meteorological services to implement a QMS. This excellent publication is most
useful for meteorological services in the design, development and implementation of
an ISO 9001:2000 compliant quality management system for its aeronautical
meteorological services.

2.1.3 In spite of the success in obtaining extra funding to organize the quality management
workshop held in Hong Kong, China, the demand and need for training in aeronautical meteorology
by far exceeds the very limited financial resources allocated to the AeMP. While the publications
discussed above would partly help to overcome this issue, it takes quite a long time to publish the
documents. The establishment of a dedicated CAeM ET/ET Web site (www.caem.wmo.int)
financed by UKMO VCP and built by Peter Kreft (New Zealand) in March 2006 had allowed instant
access to valuable training materials.
2.1.4 Of course the content is more important than the framework. The ET/ET managed to
collect excellent training material from different sources both within the meteorological services of
the members, but also from recognized training institutions such as COMET (USA). The
successful cooperation with training institutions had guaranteed that highly relevant training
materials are available for national and regional training activities as well as for distant learning by
individuals.
2.2

Improvements to Forecasts and Warnings in the Terminal Area

2.2.1
Improving the terminal forecast was identified as another high priority item in AeMP part of
the 6LTP and activities for the period 2004-2007. Apart from focusing on improving the terminal
forecast, another impetus is on development of new tailored forecast products to benefit the safety
and efficiency of airport operations.
2.2.2
Two training events, specifically to address the nowcasting problem, were organized
during the intersessional period, namely the “Training Workshop on Aeronautical Meteorology with
Emphasis on Radar and Satellite Products Interpretation and NWP Application to Aviation” hosted
by Canada in Toronto in October 2003 and the “Workshop on Value Added Services for Air
Navigation and User Oriented Aerodrome Forecast” held back to back with the “International
Symposium on Nowcasting and Very Short Range Forecasting” in Toulouse in September 2005 in
coordination with WWRP.
2.2.3
In respect of development of new tailored forecast products, a MET/ATM coordination
seminar was held in February 2006 with ICAO Asia/Pacific Office to exchange ideas on how new
tailored “decision aid” meteorological products can be integrated into air traffic management
decision-making process to realize economic benefits.
2.2.4
Unfortunately apart from these training seminars and workshops, there had not been
much progress in other areas as the designated chair of the ET/IFW was unable to commit much
time to the ET and the contribution from other ET members had been very limited.
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Quality Management

2.3.1
Quality management provisions based on ISO 9000 were included as recommended
practices in Amendment 72 to Technical Regulations [C.3.1]. These provisions came into force in
November 2001. Since the establishment of ET/QMS, the ET had made great progress in
assisting Members to strive “towards a quality management system to an approved standard for
aviation meteorological services”.
2.3.2
The Commission will recall that the Conjoint WMO CAeM Session/ICAO Meteorology
Divisional Meeting held in Montreal in 2002 formulated Recommendation 4/3 – Guidance Material
on Quality Management Systems, subsequently endorsed by the ICAO and WMO Councils called
on ICAO and WMO to develop a joint guidance material to assist ICAO Contracting States/WMO
Members in the development of quality management systems for the provision of meteorological
service for international air navigation. ET/QMS had worked closely with ICAO on the
development of this joint publication, “ICAO Manual/WMO Guide on Quality Management System
for the provision of meteorological service for international air navigation”, which is currently being
published.
2.3.3
The fifty-fourth session of the Executive Council in June 2002 agreed that WMO should
work towards its own quality management framework (QMF). An Intercommission Task Team on
QMF was subsequently set up. At the workshop on Quality Management held in Kuala Lumpur in
October 2004 to develop the WMO Quality Management Framework, it was agreed that the
development of a WMO QMF and the implementation of ISO 9001 were complementary, not
mutually exclusive activities. It stressed that ISO 9001 certification had an element of international
credibility and recognition. With respect to the high costs often associated with ISO 9001
certification and the implicit suggestion that a WMO-own certification system would be much
cheaper, it was noted that actual experiences of some certified NMHSs indicated that a WMO-own
certification scheme could be more expensive due to permanent staff and travel costs and the
requirements for neutrality and geographic balance with WMO certification team. It was also
unclear whether a NMHS can meet ICAO’s recommendation on QMS through a WMO-own
certification scheme.
2.3.4
The first session of the Intercommission Task Team on QMF was held in April 2006. The
task team recommended that the WMO QMF should cover all WMO technical programme activities
that relate to the delivery of products, data and services. It also reviewed options for developing
closer working relations with ISO to develop technical standards relevant to the Organization,
which would broaden the application and recognition of WMO standards. The meeting
recommended to work towards having WMO recognized as an international standardizing body by
ISO. The meeting reviewed supporting guidance documentation for NMHSs on quality
management and pointed out to the need to streamline and harmonize it within the Commissions
as well as between the Commissions. Meanwhile, materials on quality management, WMO QMF
and ISO 9000, in particular examples of Quality Manuals and reported experiences from NMHSs
with QMS are available on the Web at http://www.wmo.int/web/www/QMF-Web/home.html as
references for NMHSs moving towards implementation of QMS.
2.3.5
The task team further recommended the inclusion of “Implementation of Quality
Management System” as a high-priority area under the VCP programme and the partnership and
cooperation between NMHSs which have achieved certification with other Members by providing
QMS documentation, training attachments, visits and advices etc.
In line with this
recommendation, Seminars on Quality Management for RAs I, II, V were held in Nairobi (17-19
May 2006) and Hong Kong, China (22-25 November 2005). Training materials used during the
Seminar were also provided to WMO for uploading onto the web.
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2.4
TAF Verification
2.4.1
TAF verification is carried out by many Members to monitor performance and to improve
services. According to the WMO baseline survey conducted in May 2004 on the implementation of
the aeronautical meteorology component of the Sixth WMO Long-term Plan 2004-2007 of which 83
Members had responded to the questionnaire, 51 (or 61% of the responses) are formally
assessing the performance of TAF. To better understand how Members are assessing the
performance of TAF, a questionnaire was sent in May 2006 to look at current best practice in
operation. Results of the survey and examples of these best practices would be publicized in the
training website (www.caem.wmo.int) discussed above for information of the Members.
2.4.2
As verification schemes used to verify TAFs could vary from Member to Member, CAeM
was requested to come up with an internationally agreed TAF verification scheme. The twelfth
session of CAeM entrusted OPAG-TREND to pick up on the earlier work done on development of
a user-oriented TAF verification system, to finalize it and to make the software more flexible to
allow for user-defined thresholds, and for easy adaptation to different hardware platforms and
database structures. A ET/PM was established late 2003 to undertake this task. The code
previously developed during the pilot project conducted in Australia was distributed to ET members
for analysis/implementation in April 2004. However, the TAF verification project had run into
serious difficulties, as the software is not applicable to the latest TAF formats, and very few
NMHSs were able to run it.
2.4.3
One of the difficulties with the project was that the development of software that could be
easily adapted to varying hardware and software platform is not something that could be
achievable by a few volunteers working on their own spare time. Moreover, there are inherent
limitations in TAF verification. The current format, which has elements of both deterministic and
probabilistic information, and rules for coding and change groups which did not necessarily match
operational limits or the desirable accuracy as expressed by the users, is making it difficult to verify
in a standard or systematic way.
2.4.4
Further studies, in collaboration with ICAO and the airline users, should be conducted with
a view to develop a TAF format that would be better suited to verification.
2.5

Aviation and Global Environment

2.5.1
TREND continued its participation in the Committee on Aviation Environment Protection
(CAEP) of ICAO as well as closely following the development of relevant bodies in UN sister
Organizations such as UNEP and UNFCCC.
2.5.2
The Booklet on Aviation and the Global Environment prepared in collaboration with UNEP
was jointly published by WMO and UNEP in March 2004 and had since been translated to French.
A new IPCC report is currently awaited to form the basis of an updated edition of this publication.
2.5.3
There is growing concern about local and regional effects of aviation on the environment
in the vicinity of large airports both from an emission and noise point of view. There is increasing
pressure on airports to cap their growth to meet the strict limits to local air quality. In respect of
NOx emissions, the rapid rise in air traffic and a drop in vehicle emissions for surface transport due
to higher stringency meant that the relative importance of aviation-related emissions is increasing.
CAEPs WG 3 on technology are addressing questions of airport ground transportation, taxiing with
single engine, reverse thrust and other sources of NOx in order to obtain a fuller picture of the
overall emission situation. Untapped technological means of reducing aircraft NOx could be water
injection, which has been tested, but has operational consequences.
2.5.4
On Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions, the fact that the Kyoto protocol has meanwhile
entered into force, but is still not recognized by a number of ICAO Member States creates a highly
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controversial situation. It is now generally acknowledged that there is evidence for climate change,
but some States are calling for adaptation rather than mitigation to the new climate scenarios, as
the chances of effectively changing the course of climate change are now considered too small to
warrant any effective mitigating measures.
2.5.5
Several airports (mainly in Europe) are now introducing noise-related landing fees and
service charges, therefore increasing the pressure on noise reduction. Operational measures such
as early power cutbacks and reduced power settings for a large portion of the climb phase have
attracted heated discussions about safety. Measures reducing NOx or noise may have a negative
impact on CO2 emissions and vice-versa.
2.5.6
Support by the Commission for Atmospheric Sciences (CAS) and other WMO bodies
looking at the evidence of aviation impact on cirrus clouds and contrails remains a critical issue
that needs to be addressed by the relevant bodies and a close exchange with the IPCC Secretariat
is suggested.
3
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AGENDA ITEM 4.1 – OPAG TREND REPORTS
EFFECTS OF AVIATION ACTIVITIES ON GLOBAL WARMING
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 4.1(2)

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1
Aviation has experienced rapid expansion as the world economy has grown. Aircraft
emit gases and particles directly into the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere where they
have an impact on atmospheric composition leading to a radiative forcing of the climate system.
1.2

The three main emissions from aircraft which affect the climate system are as follows:

(a)
(b)
(c)

Anthropogenic CO2 emissions;
NOx emissions; and
Persistent aircraft condensation trails (contrails).

1.3
The main aim of this paper is to highlight the effects of aviation activities on global
warming and to show how the Met Office is beginning to work more closely with the aviation
industry to investigate how these effects may be reduced.
2.

DISCUSSION

2.1
Aviation is currently the fastest growing source of anthropogenic CO2 emissions with
aircraft usage increasing at around 3% per year. CO2 contributes to the greenhouse effect, leading
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to a warming of the climate system. CO2 has a long lifetime (~50 years) in the atmosphere, hence
today’s CO2 emissions are likely to directly effect the global climate system for much of the next
century. For similar reasons, it will take several decades before any reductions in emissions will
lead to a reduced rate of warming.
2.2
NOx emissions lead to an increase in tropospheric ozone and a further warming of the
atmosphere, although it is thought that this is largely offset by a cooling effect due to NOx reducing
the concentration of methane.
2.3
Short-lived line contrails have little radiative effect on the climate system, however
when they are long-lived and spread out to become thinner, they can induce a warming effect on
the climate system. This effect is particularly strong at night when the greenhouse effect due to the
contrail is not offset by any reflection of sunlight. Unlike CO2 emissions which provide a relatively
uniform forcing, the comparatively short lifetime of even ‘long-lived’ contrails means that they have
a significant local warming effect over principle flight paths (Europe, North America, etc.), but a
smaller global contribution. The global contribution from contrails is currently believed to be
smaller than the contribution from aviation CO2, however the uncertainties in the science
surrounding the impact of contrails on climate are much larger than for CO2.
2.4
In addition to contrails, there is some evidence that aircraft can induce cirrus cloud.
This is believed to be due to the increased availability of cloud condensation nuclei following the
contrail. The scientific uncertainties surrounding aviation induced cirrus are large, but could
potentially lead to a further warming of the climate system.
2.5
The current warming effect of aircraft emissions on the climate system and their relative
contribution to human induced global warming is likely to increase in the future if the predicted
increases in aviation usage are correct.
2.6
The scientific understanding of their CO2 emissions is particularly good. Therefore, if
aircraft CO2 emissions can be reduced, there is high confidence that this would reduce the
magnitude of global warming which would otherwise have occurred.
2.7
In determining the urgency of the issue, it should be remembered that the long lifetime
of CO2 and the inertia of the climate system means that there is a lag of several decades between
action being taken on emissions and a significant change in the temperature response.
2.8
Representatives from the aviation industry in the UK are beginning to engage with the
Met Office with a view to exploring ways of reducing the impact of aircraft emissions on climate
change. To that end the Met Office recently delivered an aviation and climate briefing to aviation
industry representatives at the Royal Aeronautical Society.
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AGENDA ITEM 4.1 – OPAG TREND REPORTS
FUTURE AERODROME FORECASTS
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 4.1(3)
PROBALISTIC FORECASTING AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS TO
AERODROME FORECASTS
1.

Introduction

Aerodrome forecasts are among the most difficult tasks faced by meteorologists.
Forecasters are challenged to predict very rare events such as low ceilings and visibilities, freezing
precipitation or low-level wind shear in quite precise temporal and spatial detail.
The TAF is designed as a flight-planning tool to contribute to aviation efficiency and
safety, particularly during takeoffs and landings. It includes the prediction of cloud ceiling,
prevailing visibility, wind direction, wind speed and gust, obstruction to visibility, freezing
precipitation, thunder and low level wind shear. The TAF does not provide for the prediction of:
precipitation rate or accumulation, runway visual range, evaporation or sublimation (runway
surface condition). The capability and technology of the aviation industry along with the science of
meteorology have changed dramatically the over the fifty years since the development of the TAF.
During the same time period, TAF has changed very little.
2.

Use of the TAF

The TAF is used for many types of decisions including those for safety (regulatory),
business strategy (economy) and operations (efficiency). The TAF was not specifically designed
for strategic or operational decision-making. For example, the TAF is sometimes used for
determination of tailwind component for runway selection where a value as low as 5 knots might be
significant. Higher-level cloud ceiling forecasts may be used for planning capacity in a terminal
area. Temperature is a key factor affecting take-off distances and payload, the use of reduced
thrust take-offs, de-icing hold-over times, and expected runway surface condition when near the
freezing point. Precipitation in the TAF or other available forecasts is often used to make decisions
regarding positioning of aircraft and availability of staff and equipment. Other decisions are also
made using the TAF including delays or cancellations, de-icing plans and runway maintenance.
Unfortunately, thresholds for these decisions are not widely known and are generally not
considered by aviation forecasters. Even solely for the safety of takeoff and landing, the TAF has
limitations in its ability to describe the expected weather conditions. Unfortunately, the TAF does
not always provide the best information for strategic and operational decisions.
Airline dispatchers use the TAF for filing their flight plans and determining how much
fuel must be carried. They also use the TAF to make economic decisions such as delay/cancel,
de-icing plans and positioning of aircraft. In terms of de-icing, the TAF may not include
temperature – a critical factor when determining whether or not snow will stick to the airframe
necessitating de-icing procedures. Additionally, decisions on load factors are sometimes made
using a forecast of precipitation in the TAF and an assumption of what runway surface condition
will result.
Numerous other operational decisions are made using the TAF such as ceiling heights
for aerial photography or mapping, snowfall rates for runway clearing operations, wind speed for
securing small aircraft and lightning for fuelling decisions. The current TAF is not an ideal forecast
tool for any of these decisions.
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Limitations of the TAF

There are four change groups in the TAF code to describe a rapid change (FM), a
gradual change (BECMG), a temporary change (TEMPO) and a probability of a change (PROB).
In some cases, the probability of a temporary change (PROB TEMPO) is also
permitted. The strict interpretation of these change groups restricts the ability of the forecaster to
communicate information and, at times, results in a TAF which is different from what the forecaster
actually expects will occur. For example, a forecaster may expect the visibility to be either
400 metres in fog or greater than 10 km if the fog does not form. In an attempt to communicate the
two possibilities, the forecaster will often use a TEMPO change group in spite of the fact that he or
she does not expect a temporary change.
There are other cases where aviation forecasters possess more information than they
are able to convey in the TAF. In the case of the probability (PROB) forecast group, a probability
of specific events can be included. Generally, this descriptor is applied based on a subjective
feeling of the forecaster. Such an approach results in several shortcomings. First, the decision is
subjective and one nation may have a different approach than another. Even in the same forecast
centre, one meteorologist will often have a different philosophy than another. According to ICAO
Annex 3/WMO Technical Regulations (Chapter C.3.1), Appendix 5, the lowest probability which
can be used is thirty percent and “a probability of an alternative value or change of less than thirty
per cent should not be considered sufficiently significant to be indicated”. Even for potentially
significant aviation weather events, if the probability is less than thirty per cent, the event is omitted
from the TAF. In addition, “a probability of an alternative value or change of fifty per cent or more,
for aviation purposes, should not be considered a probability but instead should be indicated, as
necessary, by use of the change indicators “BECMG” or “TEMPO” or by a subdivision of the
validity period”. Though the existing TAF has a probabilistic component, its use is limited to thirty
or forty per cent.
Numerous other cases exist where the aviation meteorologist is unable to convey his or
her expectations of the upcoming weather. There is the frequent situation where two or more sets
of weather conditions are equally likely to occur. It is not possible to convey the details and
likelihood of each. In other cases, such as the passage of a cold front or the dissipation of fog,
timing of a dramatic but sudden change may be uncertain. The gradual change group (BECMG)
could be used, incorrectly, but it implies a “regular or irregular rate” of change. There is no
terminology in the TAF which can express uncertainty in timing of a sudden change. Furthermore,
the forecaster is sometimes unable to express certain anticipated and potentially relevant temporal
weather changes as a consequence of current criteria for the application of the change groups.
4.

Potential aerodrome forecast tools

When the TAF was developed, communication speed was a limiting factor and thus the
number of characters was minimized. For many users of aerodrome forecasts, this factor may no
longer be critical. It is possible to issue forecasts in a different format than the TAF. Forecasts
could be provided on an hour-by-hour basis in tabular or graphical form. Parameters such as
precipitation rate, runway visual range, crosswind/headwind components are all possible.
Current weather forecasts provide deterministic or single forecast values. Modern
forecasting systems will provide the capability to issue forecasts of probability for individual
weather elements.
Instead of a single forecast value, it will be possible to communicate a range of
possibilities and the relative probability of each. Probability forecasts can be expressed in many
ways. Some potential examples for aerodrome forecasts include:
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95 per cent chance of visibility above 1 statute mile
15 per cent chance of runway visual range less than 200 metres
20 per cent chance of crosswind exceeding 35 knots
20 per cent chance of lightning
10 per cent chance of freezing rain
It is also possible to combine probabilistic meteorological forecasts with other information
to produce forecasts such as
30 per cent chance of braking index below a certain value
80 per cent chance of runway condition wet
Communication of probability and uncertainty information will be a prime challenge for
meteorological services over the next decade.
5.

Summary

Over the past fifty years, there has been a profound increase in knowledge of
atmospheric science. At the same time, the formats of aviation forecasts have remained relatively
unchanged. Thus, the gap between what is known about aviation meteorology and what is
communicated has grown steadily. It is not practical to communicate everything that is known,
from a meteorological perspective, in a forecast. However, it is possible, today, to use existing
science to generate probabilistic decision-making tools. From pilots to dispatchers to regulators,
the need for better tools for day-to-day decision-making has been identified. In order to exploit the
value of meteorology aviation forecast products must take advantage of probabilistic forecasts.
6.

Next Steps

In order to exploit the science of meteorology for the safety and economic benefit of the
aviation industry, work on developing modern forecast products should begin immediately.
Additional parameters, as defined by the industry, would be included in this development. Such
elements may include runway visual range, precipitation rate or others. Once a prototype forecast
is suggested, an exhaustive testing and evaluation process would be necessary in parallel with the
existing TAF. It is recommended that the Commission begin to develop a probabilistic aerodrome
forecast prototype and work with ICAO and other industry groups to assess the potential
application. It is expected that evidence will show that safety and economy (or risk and profit) are
not opposed and that both can be improved through the use of modern, probabilistic forecast tools.
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AGENDA ITEM 4.2 – OPAG PROMET REPORTS
EXPERT TEAM ON COST RECOVERY
EXPERT TEAM ON CUSTOMER FOCUS
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 4.2(1)
1.

Introduction

The goals of the two Expert Teams could be achieved despite the difficulties
encountered in retaining a significant number of experts active and in contact with ET chairs
throughout the intersessional period. Both teams had to work by correspondence only, as no
funds could be secured for meetings of the teams. For the ET on Cost Recovery, 6 out of the
originally nominated 20 experts remained in contact with the Chair, and for the ET on Customer
Focus a similar number of 6 out of 18 nominated experts remained active throughout the period.
Both teams delivered reports on their activities, identified milestones achieved and
suggested a work plan for future activities.
2.

Expert Team on Cost Recovery

2.1
Plan:

The Expert Team had the following overall objectives identified in the Sixth Long-term

•

Monitor the global developments and positive practice in the field of cost recovery;

•

Provide advice to Members which are in transition to meteorological cost recovery;

•

Provide information on cost recovery to user groups;

•

Make economic data analysis of benefits of MET to ATM.

2.2
Aeronautical meteorological cost recovery is of keen interest to both WMO and ICAO,
hence the close contacts between these two international organizations can promote the
development of this subject in the uniform way. The cooperation between the Expert Team on
Cost Recovery and the Air Navigation Services Economics Panel (ANSEP) is bridging such
interactions and enables to coordinate approaches to highlighting this issue which is described in
the ICAO Manual on Air Navigation Services Economics (ICAO Doc. 9161) and the updated WMO
Guide on Aeronautical Meteorological Services Cost Recovery (WMO-No. 904). By and large, the
level of cost recovery awareness and the level of implementation of WMO/ICAO recommendations
for the intersessional period has increased, which resulted in stability of productive and economic
relations with customers, as well as budgetary and commercial funding to the NMSs as providers
of aeronautical meteorological services.
2.3
Effective interactions between the Expert Team on Cost Recovery and ANSEP are
maintained mainly by the participation of Denis Lambergeon (France) and Erland Lorenzen
(Germany) in the Air Navigation Services Economics Panel (ANSEP) meetings, keeping the CAeM
Management Group informed about the latest Single European Sky developments and progress in
SES/ISO certification.
2.4
The review of WMO-No. 904, WMO Guide on Aeronautical Meteorological Services
Cost Recovery, initially delayed due to lack of time for Dennis Hart, was disseminated in draft form
among the active ET members on 10 March 2006.
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2.5
Cost recovery is being addressed by many Members, and there is considerable demand for
joint WMO/ICAO workshops on cost recovery. At the fifty-seventh session of the Executive
Council (21 June–1 July 2005) and the fourteenth session of Regional Association VI (Heidelberg,
Germany, 7-15 September 2005), it was noted that the conduct of workshops has become a new
milestone in addressing cost recovery issues. Since 2003, a MET cost recovery workshop was
held in Moscow, 4-7 November 2003, which was attended by 60 representatives from 17 countries
of Regional Association VI, another successful seminar on cost recovery and administration was
hosted by the Kingdom of Tonga in December 2003, which was attended by 19 participants from
16 countries of Regional Association V with the participation of the president of CAeM, Dr Neil
Gordon, as one of the lecturers. The most recent MET cost recovery workshop was convened in
Moscow, 28-29 March 2006, and was attended by 57 participants from 18 RA VI and CIS
countries.
2.6
The Expert Team also considered the question of the role of Meteorological Authority where
the NMHS is not also fulfilling this function.
2.7
Cost recovery is based on national expertise as reflected in case studies carried out by
different countries. Such studies were received from Germany, France and the Russian
Federation.
2.8
The Expert Team considered highly useful training material received from the United
Kingdom.
3.

Milestones for future work in the field of Cost Recovery
The following tasks were identified as highly important to complete:

•

Input from and cooperation with experts of civil aviation authorities should be sought;

•

Update and publish WMO-No. 904;

•

Respond to the demand for Seminars on Cost Recovery;

•

Include results of case studies in the draft of WMO-No. 904 and in training material;

•

Monitor SES regulatory documents for the assessment of SES implications for other
Regional Associations;

•

Study the experience from different NMHS’s in the field of MET costs management;

•

Develop further interactions with ICAO on air navigation services economics and the
MET component.

4.

Expert Team on Customer Focus

4.1
The ET Chair, Mr Keith Mackersey, retired at the end of 2005, and thus the activities of
the ET were mostly concentrated before this time. The ET and OPAG expressed its deep
appreciation of the work undertaken by the Chair and his significant contribution to the
considerable progress achieved.
4.2
The ET highlights the importance of close and harmonious relationship between
aviation met service providers and users, which can be achieved by a proactive attitude and
careful attention to the users needs and requirements.
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4.3
The Expert Team developed a detailed questionnaire based on the analysis of the
baseline survey done and targeted 44 out of the 47 States, which were currently consulting with
major airlines, industry bodies and air navigation service providers. A total number of 27
responses was received and analyzed according to ICAO definitions, namely:
•

States playing the leading part in air transport;

•

States that make a medium to large contribution to provide services to international air
navigation;

•

States that make a minor contribution to provide services to international air navigation.

4.4
The planned update of the WMO-No. 706 Meteorology in the service of aviation was reconsidered in the light of its age and lack of interest for it reflected by dwindling orders for this
document, and with the concurrence of the Management Group this task was dropped.
AGENDA ITEM 4.2 – OPAG PROMET REPORTS
EXPERT TEAM ON OBSERVATIONS IN THE TERMINAL AREA
EXPERT TEAM ON OPERATIONAL SERVICES
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 4.2(2)
1.

Introduction

The OPAG Co-chair regretted that, despite modern technology and the concerted
efforts of both ET Chairs, the lack of meetings of both Expert Teams made it extremely difficult for
the teams to complete their work. Furthermore, he observed that careful oversight and
management was required to ensure that in the cooperation with ICAO bodies and working groups
no duplication of efforts would result.
2.

ET on Observations in the Terminal Area

2.1
The 15 deliverables identified to be addressed by this Expert Team could be divided
into 3 basic areas: Publications, Consultation with ICAO and Cooperation with other WMO bodies.
2.2

Publications

2.2.1
The Guide on Observations and Information Distribution Systems at Aerodromes
(WMO–No.731) was updated by Mr B. Boase (Australia), reviewed by the ET, and finally approved
by the MG of CAeM in May 2005. It is expected to be published before the end of 2006.
2.2.2
The publication Aerodrome Reports and Forecasts, A Users Handbook to the Codes
(WMO-No. 782) .was updated and published in 2005.
2.2.3
The ET also provided input and guidance for the update of the publication Guidelines
for the Education and Training of Personnel in Meteorology and Operational Hydrology (WMONo. 258), Supplement for Training and Qualification of Aeronautical Meteorological Personnel.

2.3

Consultation with ICAO
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2.3.1
Issues that were to be addressed in consultation with ICAO were communicated to the
Secretariat who then referred them to the ICAO AMOSSG meetings or other appropriate bodies for
consideration.
2.3.2
In 2004, ICAO published the document “Guide on Automatic Weather Systems”.
Although this document does not address all the concerns expressed at CAeM-XII relating to
automated systems, it was reviewed by the ET and comments passed to the Secretariat for
submission to the ICAO AMOSSG meeting held in 2005.
2.3.3
The implementation of the 16th edition of Annex 3 in 2007 will also address the
concerns related to the definition of “vicinity” and “vicinity of the aerodrome”, the appropriateness of
the term CAVOK, the need to identify AUTO METARS and their use during non-operational hours.
However, issues, such as need for the time of the occurrence of wind shear and the need for
reporting high-level sand and dust are not addressed.
2.4

Cooperation with other WMO bodies

Continued support was provided to CAeM by CBS and CIMO Expert Teams tasked with
code representation, scientific evaluation, AMDAR data calibration techniques as well as
specifications for automatic observing systems at aerodromes. In parallel, CAeM members and the
AMDAR Technical Co-ordinator (AMDAR TC) have been actively involved in the work of CBS and
CIMO through their various Expert Teams.
3.

ET on Operational Services

3.1
This ET was mostly concerned with operational products obtained through the ICAO
World Area Forecast System.
3.2

Harmonization of WAFS products

3.2.1
With the two WAFC’s being responsible for the provision of identical products to ensure
continuous service delivery, it is essential that the products are harmonized. Monitoring carried out
by this ET noted that while there were only few instances of downtime for one WAFC, the back-up
procedures worked well.
3.2.2
Regarding the harmonization of the products, however, monitoring showed that there
were numerous differences between the significant weather (SIGWX) charts of the 2 Centers
particularly with regard to convective areas, the location and intensity of jets and the identification/
non-identifications of T/C’s and VA’s. These differences had already been identified by the World
Area Forecast system Operations Group (WAFSOPSG). It was noted that the difference would
continue for a while because of the different processing systems and algorithms used by the
two Centers.
3.2.3
It was proposed that verification systems should be used to determine if there are any
consistent problems at either of the WAFCs or if the procedures used in one were better than
those used in the other. The requirement within a WAFC for procedures to ensure consistency
between GRIB wind and temperature charts and SIGWX charts was also noted.
3.2.4
The ET noted the need to extend the lead times of particularly the SIGWX SWH charts
from 12 to 16 hours to accommodate the increasing frequency of ultra-long flights
3.2.5
The ET had investigated the difficulties experienced by some Members in decoding and
displaying WAFS forecast charts in GRIB and BUFR code. It was found that there was a greater
ability to decode GRIB than BUFR
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3.2.6
The capability to decode London and Washington BUFR SIGWX SWH and SWM
charts varies from no (but planned) to full ability. The ET acknowledged the readiness of WAFC
London to maintain the dissemination of products in the format of portable network graphics (png)
SIGWX after 30 November 2006.
3.2.7
Most Members were reasonably satisfied with workstation/software suppliers.
However, the recommendation was made that Members and airlines ensure the availability of longterm support from their suppliers.
3.2.8
The ET also identified some inconsistencies in BUFR coded SIGWX and the
overwriting of the text boxes. Nevertheless, those Members currently decoding BUFR are
reporting good progress.
3.2.9
The investigation into the need for and use of WAFs training workshops showed that
the requirements for them varied considerably between Members. Those that had attended the
workshops have, in general found them useful. The comments on the document “Guidelines for
representing WAFS SIGWX data in BUFR” were particularly positive.
AGENDA ITEM 4.2 – OPAG PROMET REPORTS
RAPPORTEUR ON THE AMDAR PANEL
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 4.2(3)
1.

Introduction

During the past 4 years, the amount of upper-air information obtained from aircraft has
not only increased by about 25%, to over 250,000 reports per day, but there is now a greater data
coverage and awareness of value, and an increased number of Members participating in the
programme. Important strides have also been made in data optimization, the development of a
water-vapour sensor and in the cooperation with airlines and aircraft manufacturers.
The importance of the AMDAR Programme to the global meteorological community is
further highlighted by the fact that, at the request of Congress and the Executive Council, the
AMDAR Programme is migrating from AeMP to the World Weather Watch Programme (WWW), in
order to integrate these data into the WMO WWW. While the process of transfer of responsibility
for AMDAR activities within the Secretariat should continue to proceed as quickly as possible, the
complete migration is unlikely to be finalized until the next WMO budget cycle, starting in 2008.
2.

System Development and Data Coverage

The established programmes (Australasia, the US and Europe) continue to function
well and are not only reaching the position where all potential AMDAR producing aircraft are
AMDAR equipped, but are also providing data in some of the data–sparse regions of Africa,
Eastern Europe, parts of Russia, the Middle East, South and East Asia and South America.
The Southern Africa Pilot Project has also finally become fully operational. Not only
does this project make use of locally registered aircraft but contracts international carriers to
provide data on selected routes within the region. The AMDAR coverage over Central and West
Africa is also growing substantially through the establishment of a targeted programme involving
ASECNA and E-AMDAR (European). Although the Middle-East Pilot Project is not as structured
as its Southern African counterpart there is also a significant coverage over this region.
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Another important development has been the formation of the East Asian Regional
AMDAR Group in 2004 which has resulted in a significant growth in the region.
Members that have either commenced, are considering implementing or intimated an
interest in the AMDAR programme include: Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile,
China, Croatia, Czech Republic, Finland, French Polynesia, Hong Kong, China, Hungary, Iceland,
India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Malaysia, Mauritius, Morocco, Pakistan, Poland, Portugal,
Republic of Korea, Romania, Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia, Slovenia, Spain, Ukraine and the
United Arab Emirates.
3.

Targeted Observations, Optimization and the use of alternative AMDAR
Technologies

AMDAR data is also being used to increase upper-air data over data-sparse areas or
for specific purposes. This includes activities to increase data over data-sparse regions such as
the Caribbean and South-West Pacific regions as well are to produce additional AMDAR data
during the IPY2007-2008.
E-AMDAR continues to develop and refine its optimization schemes. Evaluations
carried out by E-AMDAR, in collaboration with ECMWF concluded that over much of Western
Europe, the high frequency one-hourly profiles provided minimum improvement over the regular
3-hourly profiles for NWP applications and that it would be better to use the available funding to
provide data into the less data rich areas. Other Members are also considering the implementation
of optimization schemes.
Significant progress has been achieved with the development of alternative AMDAR
systems for aircraft not fitted with the necessary equipment to provide AMDAR data. Another
significant development has been the interest of a major aircraft manufacturer to offer AMDAR
software as a standard package on all their aircraft. A water vapour sensor (WVSSII) is currently
undergoing operational trials and inter-comparison evaluation. The results are very encouraging. A
number of Members have indicated their interest in the sensor once it has successfully completed
its certification process.
4.

Data Exchange, Monitoring

Changes to FM94 BUFR code to improve the exchange of AMDAR data have become
operational. Most of these changes and new codes are designed to make it easier for developing
countries to receive and use the data.
All monitoring centres have made substantial improvements to their AMDAR data
quality monitoring systems by making their results more useful to programme operators. Although
the quality of the data is generally high, a series of studies have shown that the quality of
temperature and wind data can be linked to individual aircraft types, to various models of the same
aircraft type and even to the phase of the flight. The AMDAR Panel Science Sub Group is
committed to investigate the causes for these differences but it is likely to be a very difficult task.
5.

Quality Control and Training

A concerted effort in quality control of the data and a new training initiative on the use of
AMDAR data has been implemented under the direction of Dr J. Dibbern (Germany), the CBS
Rapporteur on AMDAR.
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AGENDA ITEM 4.2 – OPAG PROMET REPORTS
ESTABLISHMENT OF A TRUST FUND FOR ACCESS TO
WAFS PRODUCTS

CAeM-XIII/Rep. 4.2(4)
1.
The Commission will recall that, thanks to the generosity of Members, particularly the
United States and the United Kingdom who are also the two WAFS provider States, the first
generation workstations and associated visualization software connected to the SADIS and ISCS
broadcasts were donated to a number of developing countries through the WMO Voluntary
Cooperation Programme (VCP) in the late 1990s. In addition, training on the use of workstations
to access and retrieve forecasts and OPMET information from the SADIS and ISCS broadcasts
was successfully conducted in all WMO Regions.
2.
The Commission is aware that, as a result of rapid advances in satellite and computer
technologies, the first generation workstations and associated visualization software built nearly a
decade ago are no longer suitable. However, it has been decided that these workstations will
continue to operate up to 31 December 2008 in parallel with new workstations and improved
visualization software built to suite the WAFS broadcast second generation implemented in late
2005. This overlap is intended to enable aeronautical meteorological service providers to take the
necessary steps to install second-generation workstations and associated visualization software to
meet the requirement for meteorological information to be supplied to the airlines.
3.
In order to ensure that Members in the Least Developed Countries (LDCs), will indeed
be able to meet the target date of 31 December 2008 for the replacement of the first generation
SADIS and ISCS installations by second generation satellite receivers and associated workstations
or other appropriate means such as FTP access to the WAFS, urgent action needs to be taken to
ensure the continued provision of meteorological service to aviation. In this regard, the
Commission will recall that, as a result of discussions about the implementation of the Aeronautical
Meteorology Programme during the fifty-eighth session of the Executive Council held in Geneva in
June 2006, the Council requested the Secretary-General in particular:
(a)

To endeavour to provide increased resources to the Aeronautical Meteorology
Programme, which currently represented about 1 percent of the WMO budget, while
aeronautical meteorology brought in as much as 30% of the budgets of many NMHSs;
and,

(b)

To establish a Trust Fund to assist the LDCs to ensure sustainable access to WAFS
products by the most appropriate means, and urged donors to contribute to such a
Fund once established;

4.
Furthermore, to progress the establishment of the Trust Fund, the fifty-eighth session of the
Executive Council requested the next session of the Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology to
determine the terms of reference (ToR) of such a Trust Fund.
5.
The Secretariat has prepared a draft of the ToR for the Trust Fund to be found in the Annex
to this document to assist the Commission in addressing this matter.
__________
Annex: 1
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ANNEX
DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE TRUST FUND IN SUPPORT OF
MEMBERS TO ACCESS WAFS PRODUCTS

1.

The purpose of the Trust Fund is to support the Commission for Aeronautical
Meteorology (CAeM) in its efforts to assist, in particular the Least Developed Countries,
to ensure sustainable access to WAFS products by the most appropriate means;

2.

The Trust Fund is within the provisions of Articles 9.7, 9.8 and 9.9 of the WMO
Financial Regulations (2004 Edition);

3.

The income of the Trust Fund includes:

4.
5.

(a)

Voluntary contributions from Members;

(b)

Voluntary contributions made for specific purposes;

(c)

Contributions from other donors;

(d)

Interest on investments of the Trust Fund as may be made in accordance with
the provisions of Financial Regulation 12.2;

Contributions to the Fund should be made in Swiss Francs or any other convertible currency;
The Fund will be used to:
Assist Members in particular the Least Developed Countries to ensure sustainable
access to WAFS products by the most appropriate means that could include:
(i)

The purchase of specified items of equipment and software to facilitate access
to WAFS products;

(ii)

Payment for the services of consultants to assist in solving problems related to
acquisition, installation and operation of such equipment and software; and,

(iii)

Support to training activities related to operation and maintenance of WAFS
equipment and software, access and delivery of WAFS products;

6.

The Secretary-General of the WMO or his authorized representative shall be
responsible for the management of contributions and disbursements and the general
administration of the Fund in accordance with the Financial Regulations and Rules,
Standing Instructions and established procedures of the WMO;

7.

Where required by their internal regulations individual contributors to the Trust Fund
may wish to negotiate additional conditions governing the application, conditions of
deposit and disbursement of funds. However, such additional conditions shall not
inhibit the efficient and proper use of the Fund nor modify its intent and shall require the
acceptance in writing by the Secretary-General of WMO or his representative;

8.

The Secretary-General of the WMO shall ensure that the level of the Trust Fund is
sufficient to cover any unliquidated obligations and expected expenses before
accepting new obligations to the Fund;
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9.

Upon liquidation of the Fund for any reason, the Secretary-General of WMO shall make
provision for the payment of unliquidated obligations and estimated expenses of
winding-up business;

10.

Following the closure of the Fund any remaining surplus after liquidation of the Fund
shall be transferred to WMO general accounts unless otherwise agreed between the
contributors. In the event of a decision to distribute the surplus, it shall be effected
among the contributors to the Fund in proportion to their contributions against the total
accumulated contributions to the Trust Fund, save in the case of earmarked
contributions, which shall be reimbursed to the contributor after the liquidation of any
outstanding obligation;

11.

Reporting requirements to CAeM and other WMO bodies (advice to be given by C/FIN
and C/BO from current practice by other Trust Funds put in place by other WMO
Programmes and activities) Financial Reports on the Trust Fund will be made in Swiss
Francs. The United Nations rate of exchange prevailing on the date of any transaction
or report will apply for the conversion into Swiss Francs of contribution or income
received, and payments made or charges incurred in any other currency. WMO shall
submit every year a Financial Report to [the Executive Council and] Trust Fund
contributors, as well as to each session of the CAeM, on the overall use of the Fund.
The statement of income and expenditure of the Fund will be incorporated in the overall
financial statements submitted by the Secretary-General of WMO to the WMO
Executive Council for approval. External audit will be conducted as provided for in the
WMO Financial Regulations. The audit report will be available to Trust Fund
contributors on request

AGENDA ITEM 4.2 – OPAG PROMET REPORTS
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN AMDAR AND
TRENDS IN METEOROLOGICAL DATA DOWNLINK
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 4.2(5)

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1
At CAeM-XII (2002), the Commission was informed about the progress made by Hong
Kong, China, in the implementation of an AMDAR programme aiming at increasing the number of
upper-air observations in the vicinity of Hong Kong International Airport (HKIA). Hong Kong, China
reported that studies carried out at HKIA indicated that AMDAR observations had the potential for
detecting low-level wind shear. It was suggested that AMDAR data should be collected at a higher
temporal resolution to enable the detection of wind shear. The Commission was requested to
approach the AMDAR Panel with a view to studying the feasibility of observations with higher
resolution, and considering a pilot project if found feasible.
1.2
This report summarizes the progress made by Hong Kong, China in the application of highresolution AMDAR data in wind shear reporting and the latest trends in meteorological data
downlink.
2.

APPLICATION OF AMDAR DATA IN WIND SHEAR REPORTING

2.1
At present, HKO receives about 1,000 AMDAR weather reports daily directly from its
AMDAR fleet of six B747 aircraft of Cathay Pacific Airways. The precision of the wind data is
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1 knot for wind speed and 1 degree for wind direction. The frequency of reports during descent is
20 seconds. On ascent, the reports are made at every 4 seconds for the first minute and every
20 seconds for the following 2 minutes.
2.2
In 2005, experiments were conducted in applying the AMDAR observations for lowlevel wind shear reporting at HKIA. Wind shear (i.e. headwind changes of 15 knots or more)
experienced by aircraft during the take-off phase was computed from the high-resolution AMDAR
reports received and compared with the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) wind data at 1-second
resolution recorded on the aircraft (see example in the Annex). The AMDAR wind reports showed
good agreement with the FDR data in respect of the altitude and the headwind (along the runway
direction). In particular, AMDAR data at 4-second resolution was able to capture the significant
headwind variations associated with wind shear events, even though 1-second data would be more
useful to capture wind shear events with temporal scale of a few seconds.
2.3
Algorithms to identify changes of headwind of 15 knots or more in the AMDAR wind
observations from ascending aircraft had been developed to automatically generate an automatic
wind shear report. Since 17 August 2006, such AMDAR wind shear reports had been included in
the wind shear warnings on the Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS) for HKIA with the
same status as the pilot wind shear reports.
3.

LATEST TRENDS IN METEOROLOGICAL DATA DOWNLINK

3.1
Apart from the WMO AMDAR programme, there are provisions in the WMO Technical
Regulations [C.3.1]/ICAO Annex 3 for suitably equipped aircraft to downlink meteorological data
when the automatic dependent surveillance (ADS) is used. In the ICAO Communications/
Navigation/Surveillance and Meteorology Sub-group meetings in the Asia and Pacific regions,
proposals were made to extend the meteorological downlink to aircraft equipped with secondary
surveillance radar (SSR) Mode S or automatic dependent surveillance – broadcast (ADS-B)
datalinks. These proposals are to address the current situation that ADS is not used in areas
under surveillance radar coverage. This is especially the case near the terminal areas within which
the availability of high-resolution meteorological data will contribute to aviation efficiency (e.g.
provision of descent winds to aircraft for fuel conservation application, aircraft sequencing) and
safety (e.g. warning of hazardous weather including wind shear). The use of SSR Mode S has
been included in Amendment 74 to the WMO Technical Regulations [C.3.1]/ICAO Annex 3.
Further development of avionics software onboard aircraft will be required to implement the
downlinks following the establishment of the WMO/ICAO provisions.
3.2
It is hoped that with the implementation of automatic air-reporting using SSR Mode S and
ADS-B, the WMO and ICAO programmes will complement each other to further increase the
availability of upper-air meteorological data for the betterment of aeronautical meteorological
services worldwide.
__________
Annex: 1
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An example of comparison between the headwind changes and aircraft altitude derived from the
high-resolution AMDAR observations and Flight Data Recorder (FDR) wind data
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AGENDA ITEM 4.2 – OPAG PROMET REPORTS
WORLD AREA FORECASTS SYSTEM – UK ACTIVITIES
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 4.2(6)
2.

INTRODUCTION

2.1
The last four years have seen a significant amount of effort expended in enhancements
to the WAFS provided by the UK Met Office (UKMO).
2.2

The principal achievements during this period have been:

(d)

Introduction of BUFR-encoded SIGWX data and withdrawal of T4 formatted
Wind/Temperature and SIGWX charts;

(e)

Development and implementation of gridded forecasts of Icing, Turbulence and CB
clouds;

(f)

Development and Implementation of the SADIS 2G service;

(g)

Development of the SADIS FTP Server as a fully operational service.

2.

DISCUSSION

BUFR encoded SIGWX data.
2.1
Following the conclusion of the conjoint ICAO/WMO divisional meeting in 2002, the
WAFCs were invited to develop the codes and visualization standards for encoding SIGWX data in
the BUFR format. WAFC London took the lead in this activity with the result that BUFR-encoded
SIGWX bulletins from both WAFCs became fully operational in July 2005.
2.2
Users of the SIGWX data have been required to either obtain visualization software
from their workstation vendor or develop their own software in order to display the SIGWX data. It
has taken considerable development effort by the software vendors to make their software perform
to an acceptable standard. WAFC London was invited to assess the vendors software against a
set of criteria developed by the ICAO SADISOPSG. The vast majority of vendors software meets
these standards.
2.3
The complexity of the development, the time taken to develop the software and the
small market for SADIS/ISCS Workstation Software means the end-price for workstation packages
is high, in some cases in excess of $20,000. This cost is seen as prohibitive by some user states
and at the time of writing only about 70% of SADIS users had the capability to produce SIGWX
charts using the BUFR encoded SIGWX bulletins. A sub-group of the SADISOPSG has been
looking at suitable funding routes to assist LDC’s with their software procurement.
2.4
The T4 formatted Wind/Temperature charts were withdrawn from the satellite
broadcasts in July 2005. These products can be easily produced from the WAFS gridded bulletins
in GRIB code. The T4 formatted SIGWX charts will be withdrawn from the satellite broadcasts on
30 November 2006. Due to a number of requests from various WAFS user states, SIGWX charts
in the PNG Format will continue to be provided on the SADIS Satellite broadcast and the SADIS
FTP server until 2010.
Gridded Forecasts of Icing Turbulence and CB clouds
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2.5
The WAFSOPSG/1 meeting in 2003 invited the WAFC provider States to research and
develop gridded forecasts of Icing, Turbulence and CB clouds. Following a 3-year development
project, WAFC London is pleased to report that trial products in GRIB1 format for testing and
evaluation are now available on the SADIS FTP server for download. Feedback is invited from
users on the utility of these products.
SADIS 2G Service
2.6
The SADIS second-generation service became fully operational towards the end of
2004 and users are being encouraged to upgrade to the new service before the existing 1G service
is terminated at the end of 2008. SADIS 2G uses the TCP-IP protocol end to end, employs
cheaper receivers and provides better support and maintenance than was available with SADIS
1G. A small range of hardware suppliers gives users some choice in their procurement options.
SADIS FTP Server
2.7
The SADIS FTP Server was developed as a free back-up to the SADIS Satellite
broadcast in 2002, providing authorised SADIS and ISCS users with access to all the SADIS
datafeeds (OPMET, GRIB, BUFR and SIGWX charts) via the Internet. In 2005, the SADIS FTP
Server was included within the management of SADIS and became a fully supported, operational
service. The service now has over 100 registered accounts and over 40 active users. Some users
are using the FTP server as their primary source of operational data.
Future Developments of WAFS
2.8
The WAFSOPSG/3 meeting formulated a number of conclusions that will have a
significant impact on WAFS users in the years to come. As required by the draft Amendment 74 to
Annex 3, in November 2007, the WAFCs will cease to include surface fronts/convergence zones
and cloud type (apart from CB) in the SIGWX bulletins. By February 2008, the WAFCs will
advance the issuance time of SIGWX products from the current 13.5 hours before validity time to
16 hours for SWM and 17 hours for SWH.
2.9
The WAFCs have been invited to undertake a study into the costs and benefits of
issuing higher resolution gridded data. Current ideas centre on the addition of two further vertical
levels between 300 hPa and 200 hPa, increasing the temporal resolution of WAFS GRIDS from
6-hourly to 3-hourly and improving the horizontal resolution from the current 1.25 x 1.25 degree to
something in the order of 0.5 degree. The latter would mean a significant increase in data volumes
with consequential impacts on data transmission speeds, satellite/FTP bandwidth and end-user
systems.
2.10
The WAFCs have been invited to produce an implementation plan for the migration of
WAFS gridded data from the GRIB1 Format to GRIB2. GRIB2 has a number of advantages over
GRIB1 including the ability to use more efficient compression algorithms. This is particularly
important if higher resolution GRIDS are to be transmitted. Any change to GRIB2 will be done at
the same time as higher resolution GRIDS are introduced. Free software is available from WAFC
Washington to convert GRIB2 files to GRIB1.
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AGENDA ITEM 4.2 – OPAG PROMET REPORTS
PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES ARISING FROM
THE MIGRATION OF OPMET DATA TO BUFR
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 4.2(7)
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1
The BUFR transition for OPMET data stemmed from a recommendation by the conjoint
WMO CAeM-XII/ICAO MET Divisional Meeting (2002) and from the plan of WMO, endorsed by its
Fourteenth Congress in May 2003, for the transition from the traditional alphanumeric codes (TAC)
to Table Driven Code Forms (TDCF) for all types of meteorological information including the
OPMET data. OPMET data refers to meteorological information currently exchanged via the
Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication Network (AFTN) i.e., METAR, SPECI, TAF, SIGMET,
volcanic ash (VA) and tropical cyclone (TC) advisories etc.
1.2
The document entitled “Plan for migration to Table Driven Code Forms” developed by
CBS indicates the schedule for migrating the OPMET data from the alphanumeric code forms to
TDCF. In particular, exchange of OPMET data in BUFR code could start as early as the end of
2007 through bilateral arrangements between Members, and distribution of the current
alphanumeric codes will be terminated by 2015. Amendment 74 to ICAO Annex 3/WMO Technical
Regulations (Chapter C.3.1) to be applicable on 7 November 2007 introduces enabling clauses to
use BUFR for the dissemination of METAR/SPECI and TAF on a bilateral basis.
1.3
Over the past few years, some concerns on the BUFR migration have been expressed
among the aeronautical meteorological community, including:
(a)

The expected cost of the transition for the meteorological services;

(b)

The lack of obvious benefits from the transition; and

(c)

Uncertainties regarding the end-user products/messages.

1.4
At the same time, some of the civil aviation authorities have already started their
planning of the transition to the Aeronautical Message Handling System (AMHS) which could
handle exchange of digital data. A number of these authorities are already in procurement stage
and any future changes in the planning for the BUFR transition would result in significant cost to
them.
1.5
It is therefore imperative for the benefits, problems and opportunities of the BUFR
transition to be fully considered by the Commission for taking a decision on the best way forward.
2.

THE PERCEIVED BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS

2.1
The main perceived benefits by CBS of the migration to BUFR, as summarized in the
“Plan for migration to Table Driven Code Forms” and supported by the Fourteenth Congress, are:
(a)

Self description, flexibility, and expandability (e.g. the ability to add new parameters
without the need for definition of new codes); and

(b)

Reliability of binary data transmission (e.g. by using communications protocols that
includes sophisticated error detection).
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2.2
Apparently, since the BUFR coding requires highly standardized meteorological input,
all currently observed discrepancies and deficiencies in the implementation of the ICAO and WMO
prescribed formats should be resolved. However, concern has also been expressed that the
currently observed discrepancies and deficiencies are not expected to change in the foreseeable
future and that the use of a more sophisticated code such as BUFR might aggravate the problem
and jeopardize the availability of reliable OPMET data.
2.3
Unlike many other meteorological data exchanged over the WMO data system
(GTS/WIS), most of the OPMET data are presented to aeronautical users in text format. In recent
meetings in RA VI (Europe) and RA II (Asia), some Members have raised concerns that the real
benefits of the migration to BUFR were not easily seen by both aviation meteorological service
providers and aviation users, if the migration was to be limited to translating the existing
aeronautical meteorological codes to and from BUFR. At the same time, parts of the aviation
industry are beginning to use industry standard such as XML in their internal data management
and communications for the sake of internal harmonization of data formats and for ease of
software maintenance. Indeed, CBS-XIII (2005) has agreed to consider the use of XML for the
presentation of WWW data and products to users outside the WMO community.
3.

THE OPPORTUNITIES

3.1
The improved technical capabilities of aviation meteorological services providers in the
field of observations, forecasts and warnings, and aeronautical users in data assimilation enable
the provision of additional meteorological information beyond that provided by the current OPMET
data. Examples are given in the following paragraphs.
3.2
In a recent meeting in RA VI (Europe), the following limitations in the METAR and TAF
code forms have been identified:
METAR:
(a)

There is no possibility to derive accurately the maximum head/tail wind components or
cross-wind components in case of gusts, leading to operational problems in particular
where noise abatement procedures or other operational constraints require take-offs
with tailwind;

(b)

The current coding of temperature and dew point in whole degrees Celsius leads to a
large uncertainty in resulting relative humidity. For example, for a report of air
temperature 3 deg C and dew point 2 deg C, the relative humidity could vary between
87 and 99%; and

(c)

The lowest, non-zero cloud base in METAR is 100 ft. CAT II and III equipped airports
permit landings well below that limit, i.e. the METAR cannot be used as a decision
making tool in these circumstances, leading to increased costs for the industry in cases
when the measured ceiling height would be sufficient for an aircraft, but not the
reported one.

TAF:
(a)

The same deficiencies in terms of wind components apply as for METARs; and

(b)

For optimized flight planning, a fully probabilistic forecast may have significant
advantages as demonstrated by a Member. The current TAF is restricting the use of
probabilities to values of 30 and 40%, whereas any optimization scheme would require
the full range of probabilities depending on the cost/loss ratio of the decision-making
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problem. In order to address the typical thresholds determined by flight operation
manuals, air traffic authorities and operations handbooks, the event probabilities of
conditions for each of these categories would be required.
AGENDA ITEM 5 – TRAINING IN AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 5(1)
Introduction
In accordance with the Working Arrangements between WMO and ICAO, WMO is
responsible for training and for specifying the technical methods and practices to be used for the
provision of meteorological service to international air navigation. In this regard, a number of
training events expected to be organized in 2006 include training seminars on cost recovery and
ATS/MET/Coordination for participants in Region I, a seminar on Quality Management for
Regions III and IV, an Aviation seminar for the South Pacific Island States and a volcanic ash
workshop. However, the convening of most of these events is conditional on the availability of
funds from the WMO Secretariat and Members to support some participants.
List of training events and activities
a)

A very successful AMDAR information and training session was held 1921 November 2002 in Dakar hosted by ASECNA and was attended by 20 participants.
The AMDAR Panel, with support from EUMETNET-AMDAR (E-AMDAR) presented,
among others, the already available data from targeted European aircraft on routes to
and from airports in the ASECNA region. It was concluded that an agreement between
ASECNA and E-AMDAR should be signed for the provision of profiles and over-flight
AMDAR data.
For that particular agreement, specific software is still under
development for implementation in Air France long-haul aircraft (Airbus). Furthermore,
specific attention was given to the visualization of AMDAR profiles. Because of the
limitation in communication capacity it was agreed to develop a specific pc-based
AMDAR data display system. The development of this system was initiated by the UK
Met Office, in close cooperation with the NOAA/ESRL/GSD (former FSL). The small
amount of data is envisaged to be included in the existing SADIS data stream. The use
of CREX for this application is under investigation. As a preliminary action, E-AMDAR
is already providing AMDAR profiles from Nigeria and Ghana (through British Airways);

b)

The Training Workshop on Aeronautical Meteorology with Emphasis on Radar and
Satellite Products Interpretation and NWP Application to Aviation kindly hosted by
Canada, in Toronto, in October 2003, was attended by 35 participants from 33
countries from all WMO Regions. Mr Carr McLeod, the vice-president of CAeM,
Dr H. Puempel (Austria) and Ms S.Y. Lau (Hong Kong, China), the co-chairs of OPAG
TREND, assisted by the Secretariat, played a major role in identifying 15 suitable
lecturers and in coordinating the delivery of lectures during the event. In addition,
Dr Puempel and Ms Lau prepared and presented their own lectures. All lectures
presented at this Workshop have been posted on the AeMP Web site, made available
in electronic form and sent to all participants in January 2004 by the Secretariat;

c)

The Seminar on Cost Recovery and Administration kindly hosted by the Kingdom of
Tonga in Vava’u, in December 2003, was attended by 19 participants from 16 countries
from Region V. Dr N. Gordon, the president of CAeM, was one of the lecturers at this
seminar. His lecture entitled “Cost Recovery for Aeronautical Meteorological Services”
is available on the AeMP Web site;
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d)

The Cost Recovery Workshop on Aeronautical Meteorological Service in the Eastern
part of the European Region kindly hosted by the Russian Federation in Moscow in
November 2003 and organized by ICAO in coordination with WMO was attended by 52
participants from 21 countries;

e)

As a result of close collaboration between ICAO, France and WMO, the Third Volcanic
Ash Workshop was held in Toulouse (France), in October 2003. The report of this
workshop has been posted on the AeMP Web site;
The AMDAR workshop kindly hosted by the United Arab Emirates in Dubai in May 2004
was attended by 22 participants from RA V including representatives of meteorological
centers and air line companies;

f)

g)

The second international conference on Volcanic Ash and Aviation Safety organized by
USA and co-sponsored by WMO was held in Washington in June 2004. The USA, in
collaboration with WMO, provided financial support to 10 participants from 10 countries
in Regions III, IV and VI;

h)

The UK/WMO Aviation seminar held in Exeter, UK in June/July 2004 covered the
transition to BUFR code for SADIS workstation, aviation forecasting and the
identification of aviation training needs. Twenty-three delegates from Africa, Europe,
the Middle East and Asia attended the Seminar;

i)

The AMDAR Workshop kindly hosted by China in Beijing in October 2004 was attended
by 19 participants;

j)

Twenty-eight participants from 10 English-speaking countries from Africa attended the
ICAO/WMO Regional Seminar on Cost Recovery held in Nairobi, (Kenya) in
November 2004. ICAO and WMO provided lecturers;

k)

Mr N.T. Diallo presented a lecture on Aeronautical Meteorology issues at the WMO
Seventh Technical Conference on Management for Development of NMSs in Africa
held in Brazzaville, Congo in November 2004 attended by 55 participants from 52
countries;

l)

The AMDAR Workshop for Eastern EUR Countries kindly hosted by Hungary in
Budapest, in December 2004 was attended by16 participants;

m)

The ASECNA Training Seminar on Amendment 73 to ICAO Annex 3/WMO Technical
Regulations [C.3.1] held in Niamey, (Niger) in March 2005 was attended by 27
participants from 16 French-speaking African countries and 3 International
Organizations.
Lecturers for the seminar included Mr H. Cissé from ICAO,
Mr Benoit A. Okossi and Mr Ilboudo Goama both from ASECNA and Mr S. Benarafa
from WMO;

n)

The UK/WMO Aviation Seminar held in Exeter, UK in June 2005 was attended by 20
participants from 18 countries;

o)

The World Weather Research Programme’s Symposium on nowcasting and very short
range forecasting back to back with the Workshop on Value Added Services for Air
Navigation and User Oriented Aerodrome Forecasts, held in Toulouse, (France), in
September 2005 was attended by 51 experts from 33 countries; and,

p)

The WMO Seminar on Quality Management in the provision of MET services to aviation
was kindly hosted by Hong Kong, China in November 2005 to assist States/Members to
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comply with Recommendations 2.2.2 to 2.2.6 of ICAO Annex 3/WMO Technical
Regulations [C.3.1] that called on States/Members respectively “to ensure that the
designated Meteorological Authority establishes and implements a properly organized
quality system”. Sixty-two participants from 38 countries and ICAO attended. WMO
provided funding support to all of the 32 candidates who requested such support.
Lecturers included Ms Sharon Y. Lau, Dr Isabelle Rüedi, Mr Carr McLeod,
Mr Bryan Boase, and Mr Saad Benarafa.
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LIST OF SEMINARS CONDUCTED WITH FULL WMO SUPPORT, CO-SPONSORED BY WMO
OR WITH WMO PROVIDING MAJOR SUPPORT TO ANOTHER ORGANIZATION'S TRAINING EVENTS
(Since November 2002)
No.
1

2

3

4

5
6

Title/Place/Date

Objectives

AMDAR information and training
session (19-21 November 2002 in
Dakar hosted by ASECNA )

The AMDAR Panel, with support from EUMETNETAMDAR (E-AMDAR) presented among others the
already available data from targeted European aircraft
on routes to and from airports in the ASECNA region

AMDAR
Workshop
(Johannesburg,
South-Africa
September 2003)
Third Volcanic Ash Workshop
(Toulouse, France in October
2003)
Training
Workshop
on
Aeronautical Meteorology with
Emphasis on Radar and Satellite
Products, Interpretation and NWP
application to Aviation
(Toronto, Canada, October 2003)
Cost recovery workshop (Moscow
Russia in November 2003)
Seminar on Cost Recovery and
Administration (Kingdom of Tonga
in Vava’u in December 2003)

Participants
20 participants.

15 countries (1,4,1,2,2,5 respectively from RAI to
RAVI) were represented.
Attended by 26 participants from 19 countries (5
from RA V and 10 from RA VI)
Scientific and technical training workshop

To provide members with the necessary tool that would
enable them to apply internationally agreed on cost
recovery guidance and principles to improve revenues
from aviation

35 participants from 33 countries (10,6,4,7,1,5
countries respectively from RA I to RA VI)

Attended by 52participants from 21countries (4 from
RA II and 17 from RA VI
Attended by 19 participants from 16 countries from
RA V

7

AMDAR WORKSHOP for UAE Met
Service (Dubai 17-18 May 2004)

Attended by 22 participants from RA V Met centers
12, Emirate Arab lines 7,
Saudi Arabia 2, DCA 1

8

Second
international
conference on Volcanic Ash
and
Aviation
Safety
(Washington 21-24 June 2004)
UK WMO WAFS SEMINAR
To cover the transition to BUFR code for SADIS
(Exeter, UK 28 June–2 July workstation, aviation forecasting and the

Attended by 10 participants from 10 countries
in Regions III, IV and VI co-sponsored by USA
and WMO.

9

23 delegates from Africa, Europe, the Middle
East and Asia;
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No.

Title/Place/Date

2004)
10

11

12

13

14

15
16

AMDAR/7 Panel& Workshop
(Beijing (China 11-15 October
2004)
ICAO/WMO Regional Seminar
on Cost Recovery (16-19
November
2004
Nairobi,
Kenya)
Seventh Technical Conference
on
Management
for
Development of NMSs in Africa
(22-25
November
2004,
Brazzaville, Congo)
AMDAR Workshop for Eastern
European Countries (Budapest,
HUNGARIA 15-17 December
2004)
ASECNA Training Seminar on
Amendment 73 to ICAO Annex
3/ WMO TR [C.3.1]
(Niamey, Niger from 21 to 25
March 2005)
UK WMO WAFS SEMINAR
(Exeter, UK 20-24 June 2005
International Symposium on
Nowcasting, Very Short Range
Forecasting
and
TAF
Verification (Toulouse, France,
5-10 September 2005)

Objectives

35

Participants

identification of aviation training needs for input
into the WMO expert team
19 participants

To provide members with the necessary tool that Attended by 28 experts from 10 Englishwould enable them to apply internationally agreed speaking countries from Africa. Lecturers from
on cost recovery guidance and principles to ICAO and WMO.
improve revenues from aviation
55 participants from 52 countries

16 participants

27 participants from 16 French-speaking
African
countries
and
3
International
Organizations. Lecturers for the seminar
included Mr H. Cissé from ICAO, Mr Okossi A.
Benoit and Mr Ilboudo Goama both from
ASECNA and S. Benarafa from WMO
20 participants from 18 countries
Forecasting and reporting of dangerous convective Attended by 51 experts from 33 countries.
activity including wind shear and wake vortex
turbulence, Meteorological conditions leading to
adopt Low Visibility Procedures, Icing conditions at
airport, Developing an integrated approach to
Flight Safety, Verification and evaluation of
standard and value-added services, and Future
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No.

Title/Place/Date

17

AMDAR/8 Panel & Workshop in
Santiago, Chile 5-7 October
2005
WMO Seminar on Quality
Management in the provision of
met services to aviation (Hong
Kong, China 22-25 November
2005)

Objectives

Participants

Contents of Nowcasting

18

19

20

21

22

23

17 participants from 12 countries and IATA

Assist
States/Members
to
comply
with 62 participants from 38 countries and ICAO.
Recommendations 2.2.2 to 2.2.6 of ICAO Annex 3/ WMO provided funding support to all of the 32
WMO Technical Regulations [C.3.1] that called on candidates who requested such support
States/Members respectively “to ensure that the
designated Meteorological Authority establishes
and implements a properly organized quality
system”

VCP Training on Aviation
Meteorological Services held in
Hong Kong, China November
2004
ICAO
ATS/MET/ATM Very useful in fostering exchanges and
coordination seminar (Bangkok, understanding between MET and ATM to facilitate
Thailand 8-10 February 2006).
further development of the MET component of the
CNS/ATM systems in the Regions

Attended by 50 participants from 18 WMO
Members in Region Associations II (Asia) and
V (South West Pacific), the United Kingdom,
the United States, and IATA. 23 participants
were from ATM

Seminar on cost recovery
(Moscow, Russian Federation
28-29 March 2006)
ATS/MET/Pilot
Coordination Milestone in the development of CNS/MET Attended by 46 participants from Region I,
Meeting Nairobi, 15-17 May cooperation in the Region
partly ATM personnel
2006
Seminar
on
Quality Cross-Cutting Issue with WWW and ICAO
Attended by 46 participants from Region I
Management Systems Nairobi,
Kenya, 17–19 May 2006
__________
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AGENDA ITEM 5 – TRAINING IN AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY
PUBLICATIONS
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 5(2)
1.
The Commission is invited to note the Progress and Activities of the Aeronautical
Meteorology Programme in the field of Publication of Guides, Handbooks and Training Material.
2.
As a back up to the training effort of the AeMP, the following guidance material has been
developed or updated:
a)

The Guide to Practices for Meteorological Offices Serving Aviation (WMO-No. 732),
was finalized in 2002 and published in four languages in 2004;

b)

The Booklet on Aviation and the Global Atmospheric Environment prepared by WMO
and UNEP was jointly published by the two Organizations in March 2004;

c)

The Guide on Meteorological Observations and Information Distribution Systems at
Aerodromes (WMO-No. 731), kindly updated by Mr Bryan Boase (Australia), was
reviewed and accepted by the MG in May 2005 and expected to be published in 2006;

d)

Aerodrome Reports and Forecasts, A Users’ Handbook to The Codes (WMO-No. 782)
updated and published in August 2005;

e)

Updated WMO Technical Regulations [C.3.1], Volume II (WMO-No. 49) as a result of
introduction of Amendment 73, published in 2004;

f)

The AMDAR Technical Manual published in French in 2003; and,

g)

Joint ICAO/WMO document on Quality Management System for the Provision of
Meteorological Service to International Air Navigation completed in 2005 and expected
to be published in 2006.

3.
Additional training material is available on the Internet through the AeMP Web page
(www.caem.wmo.int), which is regularly updated and kept current in cooperation with national and
international training institutions.
4.
The chair of the TREND Expert Team on Education and Training, Mr Ian Lisk (UK), who
serves as a CAeM expert on the WMO Expert Team on Accreditation and Certification in
Meteorological Training and Education (ETAC), played a leading role in the production of the
Supplement No. 1 to the document - Guidelines for the Education and Training of Personnel in
Meteorology and Operational Hydrology (WMO-No. 258), entitled “Training and Qualification of
Aeronautical Meteorological Personnel”.
5.
Following a suggestion of the Management Group of CAeM, a list of publications
related to aeronautical meteorology published by WMO or in collaboration with other organizations
is attached to this document and includes their latest revision dates.
6.
The Commission may also recall that the thirteenth session of CBS held in 2005
adopted Recommendation I (CBS-XIII) - Required Training Relevant to AMDAR - subsequently
approved by the fifty-seventh session of the Executive Council held in June 2005. That
Recommendation called, among others, for training to be addressed through the “train the trainer”
concept and for the development of a questionnaire on AMDAR training requirements. In this
regard, the Secretariat carried out a survey on AMDAR training requirements in December 2005.
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Seventy-nine per cent of the replies to this survey based on a questionnaire prepared by the
AMDAR Panel Training Sub-group (TS-G) in coordination with the CBS Rapporteur on AMDAR
indicated that there is a need for training on the use of AMDAR data for operational applications.
The complete results of this survey are posted on the AeMP Web page.
7.
The Commission may also wish to note the information provided in this document and
provide any further guidance on how best training in aeronautical meteorology should be efficiently
delivered taking into account the limited financial resources available for training from the AeMP
budget on the one hand, and the increasing training needs of Members on the other hand

________
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WMO PUBLICATIONS PREPARED, REVIEWED OR UPDATED BY THE AeMP IN THE
INTERSESSIONAL PERIOD

WMO
No

Title

Edition
year
1996

8

Guide to Meteorological Instrument and Methods of Observation

49

2004

306

Technical Regulations, Volume II, Meteorological Service for International
Air Navigation
Guide to Qualifications and Training of Meteorological Personnel
Employed in the Provision of Meteorological Services for International Air
Navigation
Compendium of lecture notes for training Class IV meteorological
personnel - Volume I- Earth science by B.J. Retallack
Compendium of lecture notes for training Class IV meteorological
personnel Volume II Meteorology
Guidelines for the Education and Training of Personnel in Meteorology
and Operational Hydrology, Volume I, Meteorology, 2002- Supplement
No. 1 Training and Qualification Requirements for Aeronautical
Meteorology Personnel
Manual on Codes, International codes – Volume I.I,

306

Manual on Codes, International codes – Volume I.2,

2001

306

407

Manual on Codes, Volume II Regional Codes and national coding 1998
practices
Compendium of meteorology for use by Class I and Class II 1978
meteorological personnel - Volume II, Part 2 Aeronautical meteorology
by B.J. Retallack
International Cloud Atlas
1995

488

Guide on the Global Observing System

1989

495

Handbook of meteorological forecasting for soaring flight.
TN No. 158 Second edition
Meteorology and public safety

1993

114

266
266
258

364

637
641
706
731
732
770
782
785
842

Meteorological observations using navaid methods by A.A. Lange
TN No. 185
Meteorology in the service of aviation by John Kastelein

1974

1970
1984
2005

1995

1984
1985
1988

Guide on Meteorological Observations and Information Distribution 2006
Systems at Aerodromes 1990. Second edition completed
Guide to Practices for Meteorological Offices Serving Aviation
2003
Methods of interpreting numerical weather prediction output for
aeronautical meteorology TN No. 195 Second edition
Aerodrome reports and forecasts: A user's handbook to the codes
Fourth edition
Proceedings of the WMO Technical Conference on Tropical Aeronautical
Meteorology
Guide to the Provision of Meteorological Service for International
Helicopter Operations

1999
2005
1993
1996
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WMO
No
904
930
958

Title
Guide on Aeronautical Meteorological Services Cost Recovery
- principles and guidance
The Compendium on Tropical Meteorology for Aviation Purposes
by Professor T.N.Krishnamurti
AMDAR Reference Manual-Aircraft Meteorological Data Relay

Edition
year
1999
2002
2003

Joint UNEP/WMO Booklet Aviation and the Global Atmospheric 2004
Environment
Joint ICAO/WMO document on Quality Management System for the 2006
Provision of Meteorological Service to International Air Navigation
completed in 2005 and expected to be published in 2006

AGENDA ITEM 5 – TRAINING IN AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY – UK ACTIVITIES
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 5(3)

3.

INTRODUCTION

3.1
The last five years have seen a significant increase in the amount of aeronautical
meteorological (MET) training provided by the UK Met Office (UKMO) with the result that a
dedicated post was established at the Met Office College in 2002 to manage and develop the
aviation MET training programme.
1.2

The four main elements of the UKMO’s aeronautical MET training activities are:

(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)

Observer training for UKMO and Air Traffic Service (ATS) staff;
Forecaster training for UKMO and other NMHS staff;
Training and education activities in support of UK WMO and ICAO commitments;
Training and education of aviation MET user groups.

1.3
The main aim of this paper is to highlights the recent experiences of the Met Office in
providing a range of training activities for aeronautical meteorological services and the aeronautical
meteorological user.
2.

DISCUSSION

Observer Training
2.1
In the UK the Met Authority, the CAA, specifies that aerodrome observations should be
carried out according to the standards and recommended practices specified in ICAO Annex 3.
The aeronautical observations at all civilian airports in the UK are now performed by ATS staff.
The UKMO has agreed an Aeronautical MET Observer (AMO) training syllabus with the CAA, the
contents of which are reviewed at an annual meeting between the UKMO, the CAA and other
stakeholders. The course is accredited by the CAA.
2.2
The UKMO AMO course consists of one week’s intensive theoretical and METAR
coding training at the Met Office College (MOC). The trainees’ knowledge is assessed by way of a
theory and coding exams. Trainees who successfully pass both assessments then go on to a
further week’s practical training and assessment at an operational airfield. Successful trainees
then go on to a further period of supervised on-the-job training (OJT) at their own airfield after
which they are qualified to perform observations solo.
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2.3
The UKMO has a contract with the CAA to deliver the observer training course to ATS
staff and trains around 80 individuals each year. Places on this course have also been sold to
trainees from other countries.
2.4
The AMO course is also used as a module on the 4-week Forecaster Observer Training
course which in turn is an integral part of the Forecaster Foundation Training Programme (FFTP).
2.5
The 2-day ATS observer refresher course has been designed to enable trainees to
update and refresh their observing skills in the light of new developments in observing practices
such as automation and changes in the METAR code e.g. prevailing visibility.
2.6
The 2-day ATS Competency Check (ATSCC) was devised by the UKMO 2 years ago to
address concerns about the quality of aeronautical observations at some ATS manned units. The
ATSCC uses elements of the competence-based Level 3 Observing National Vocational
Qualification (NVQ) standards to assess the working practices used to generate high quality
aeronautical weather observations.
Forecaster Training
2.7
ICAO Annex 3 2.1.5 states that ‘Each Contracting State shall ensure that the
designated meteorological authority complies with the requirements of the WMO in respect of
qualifications and training of meteorological personnel providing services for international air
navigation’. WMO-No. 258 and its soon to be published aeronautical supplement sets out these
requirements in detail. The UKMO has developed Aeronautical MET Forecasting (AMF) training
courses that meet these requirements.
2.8
The 14-month UKMO FFTP contains a 2-week theoretical AMF module combined with
4 weeks of practical AMF training. The practical and theoretical elements of the training are
formally assessed by the MOC whilst the final 6-months supervised OJT is assessed at an
operational airfield against the competence-based Level 4 Forecasting NVQ standards.
2.9
The 1-week AMF training course for experienced forecasters addresses the specialist
skills required of an AMF i.e. aviation impact variables; international aviation services, procedures
and documentation. The course is not assessed and is designed either as an aid to continuous
professional development or as a means of aiding the aeronautical ‘conversion’ of a forecaster
from another MET specialist area. The course was most recently delivered to 40 international
trainees in Beijing, China.
Training and education in support of WMO and ICAO commitments
2.10
As a WAFC and an active member of WMO the UKMO supports a range of
international aeronautical training activities.
2.11
SADIS, WAFS and BUFR user-training events have been held in 8 locations worldwide
over the last 4 years.
2.12
A WMO aviation seminar has been held at UKMO HQ in Exeter each summer for the
last 3 years. The aim of the seminar is ‘To increase the awareness and improve the understanding
of new developments in aviation meteorology’ and has been attended by over 60 delegates from
over 30 different countries. The seminar has focussed in recent years on delivering training
modules on aviation impact variables such as icing and turbulence using Met Office College
expertise and resources. These modules have been supplemented by presentations on WAFS,
SADIS, international MET telecommunication and climate change. The organization and delivery
in support of the week long seminar requires contributions from around 15 staff spread over a
period of around 3 months.
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Training and education of aviation MET user groups
2.13
The UKMO has become increasingly active in this area, largely due to efforts being
made to respond more effectively to the needs of the user. Education of the user ultimately
increases their effective utilization and understanding of the aviation product whilst also providing a
forum for feedback on existing services.
2.14
The ‘MET for Aviators’ and ‘MET for Gliders’ 2-day courses deliver focussed training for
pilots on basic meteorology and aviation weather with a view to improving the pilot’s ability to more
effectively use MET information and products in the flight planning process.
2.15
The 1-day ‘Basic Aviation MET’ course was developed in response to a specific
customer request to educate their operations and dispatch staff in how the UKMO meets its
obligations to aviation and a basic understanding of the processes involved in doing so.
Summary of the WMO Aeronautical and SADIS Training Activities undertaken by the Met
Office in the intersessional period 2002-2006
2.16
The Commission is invited to note the progress by the AeMP in the field of Training in
Aeronautical Meteorology. A list of events and activities is given below:
(a)

Bangkok, Thailand - November 2002, SADIS training seminar;

(b)

Johannesburg, South Africa – January 2003, SADIS training seminar;

(c)

Moscow, Russia – May 2003, SADIS training seminar;

(d)

Bracknell, UK – June 2003, SADIS training seminar;

(e)

Muscat, Oman – January 2004, SADIS training seminar;

(f)

Exeter, UK – June 2004, WMO Aviation seminar;

(g)

Lima, Peru – November 2004, SADIS training seminar;

(h)

Beijing China – January 2005, SADIS training seminar;

(i)

Bangkok, Thailand – January 2005, SADIS training seminar;

(j)

Exeter, UK - June 2005, WMO Aviation seminar;

(k)

Exeter, UK - June 2006, WMO Aviation seminar.
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AGENDA ITEM 7 – COOPERATION WITH OTHER BODIES AND INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 7(1)
During the intersession CAeM and/or WMO were represented at the following meetings:
1.
The ICAO Air Navigation Services Economics Panel (ANSEP) meeting held in May 2004
in Montreal.
2.
The ninth and tenth meetings of the SADIS Operation Group (SADISOPSG), met
respectively in Dakar (Senegal) in June 2004 and in Paris (France) in May 2005. These meetings
discussed, among others, the operations of the SADIS, the content of SADIS broadcasts as well as
SADIS development. The Group decided to implement the SADIS Second Generation (SADIS2G)
carrier on 1 September 2004 and to continue the operations of the current SADIS First Generation
(SADIS1G) until 31 December 2008 (Conclusion 9/15). A number of actions that various WAFS
providers, in particular NMSs, should take to ensure the success of the migration from the current
T4 WAFS Charts to the GRIB and BUFR coded WAFS products were identified. A letter from the
WMO Secretary-General dated 5 January 2005 was circulated to Members advising them on how
to ensure that they will be able to access and use WAFS products from SADIS 2G system.
3.
The fifth meeting of the Aerodrome Meteorological Observing Systems Study Group
(AMOSSG) held in Montreal in April 2005. The main items discussed were consideration of the
use of fully automatic observing systems during operational hours, TAF validity periods and the
forthcoming migration to the use of table driven codes.
4.
The fourteenth and fifteenth meetings of the Meteorology Group of the European Air
Navigation Planning Group held in Paris respectively in September 2004 and September 2005.
The main subjects included the implementation of the WAFS and the International Airways Volcano
Watch (IAVW), SADIS distribution of meteorological information, terrestrial requirements and
distribution of OPMET information in alphanumeric format, implementation of meteorological
services in the eastern part of the European Region, meteorological parameters for aerodromes
operations and quality assurance issue related to meteorology.
5.
The second World Area Forecast System Operations Group (WAFSOPG/2) meeting held in
Bangkok (Thailand) in March 2005. The main issues discussed were ICAO/WMO amendment
proposals to ICAO Annex 3/WMO Technical Regulations [C.3.1], the operations and development
of the WAFS and the Group future work programme. WMO presented a document on quality
control of ADS messages drawing from experience gained on quality control of AMDAR data and
another related to the “Pilot Project to Develop Support to Developing Countries in Aeronautical
Meteorology” established by the thirteenth session of RA II held in 2004.
6.
The eighth METLINKSG meeting held in Montreal (Canada) in February 2005. The two
main topics discussed were automated air reporting and the uplink of the MET information to the
aircraft cockpit. The AMDAR Panel continued to collaborate with ICAO regarding Automatic
Dependent Surveillance (ADS) through participation of the ATC as advisor to the WMO Secretariat
Representative on the ICAO METLINKSG/8 and WAFOPSG/2 meetings. Matters relevant to the
work of the Panel addressed at these meetings included improvement and clarification of data
encoding and exchange, data quality monitoring, control and feedback reporting mechanisms,
improvements to reporting formats and turbulence matters.
7.
The International Airways Volcano Watch Operations Group (IAVWOPSG) meeting held in
Lima (Peru) in September 2005. Topics discussed included the review of draft Amendment 74 to
ICAO Annex3/WMO Technical Regulations [C.3.1], implementation, operation and development of
the International Airways Volcano Watch (IAVW) and matters related to the accidental release of
toxic chemical and radioactive material into the atmosphere.
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8.
The eighth meeting of the Communications, Navigation and Surveillance/Meteorology SubGroup (CNS/MET SG/8) of Asia/Pacific Air Navigation Planning and Implementation Regional
Group (APANPIRG) held in Bangkok (Thailand) in July 2004.
9.
A Steering Group meeting held in October 2005 in preparation for the seventh ICAO
Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP) attended by the Co-Chair of OPAG
TREND, Dr H. Puempel.

AGENDA ITEM 7 – COOPERATION WITH OTHER BODIES AND INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW WIND SHEAR POSTERS
IN COLLABORATION WITH IFALPA AND ICAO
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 7(2)
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1
Over the years, a number of ICAO publications were developed on wind shear to serve as
guidance material for States and/or training and educational material for pilots. These publications
include the Wind Shear Circular (186-AN/122) published in 1987 which was replaced by the
Manual on Low-level Wind Shear and Turbulence (Doc 9817) in 2005, and three posters related to
wind shear published between 1982 and 1990 (see Annex 1).
1.2
This report summarizes an initiative of the Hong Kong Observatory (HKO) to develop new
wind shear posters as a joint effort of WMO, IFALPA, ICAO and HKO to enhance aviation safety.
2.

NEED FOR NEW WIND SHEAR POSTERS

2.1
Recognizing the importance of gust front and microburst as low-level wind shear hazards to
aircraft, ICAO published between 1982-1990 three posters on these phenomena for training and
educational purposes. These posters provide very useful information on the characteristics of the
gust front and microburst and draw the attention of pilots to their hazards (see Annex 1).
2.2
In Hong Kong, China, in collaboration with IFALPA, HKO published a “Booklet on
Windshear and Turbulence in Hong Kong – information for pilots” (see Annex 2) in 2002 to
promulgate among pilots the latest understanding of wind shear and turbulence, alerting
phraseology and alerting services at the Hong Kong International Airport (HKIA). The Booklet has
been widely distributed to airlines operating at HKIA and reproduced by a number of airlines for
pilot training.
2.3
In view of the positive feedback from airlines and pilots on the Booklet, HKO has
undertaken to produce a set of wind shear posters jointly in collaboration with IFALPA and WMO,
with information from the Booklet simplified and tailored for the aviation users in general. The
objective of the posters is to promulgate the current knowledge of low-level wind shear/turbulence
hazards and their alerting techniques to pilots and meteorologists, for training and educational
purposes. It is envisaged that the posters will cover the following subjects:
w
w
w
w

Causes of wind shear (thunderstorms, terrain, sea breeze and low-level jet);
Nature of wind shear;
Wind shear alerting techniques;
How pilots prepare for wind shear encounter.
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2.4
Initial discussions have been made with the Secretariats of WMO and ICAO, and the
IFALPA representative concerned on the technical content of the new posters. It is envisaged that
the posters will broadly cover the characteristics of wind shear in the different airport environments
around the world while giving clear and concise messages tailored for the end users. Coordination
between the organizations will be required on the widest distribution of the new posters to end
users and interested recipients.
2.5
In the Tenth Meeting of the Communications/Navigation/Surveillance and Meteorology
Sub-Group (CNS/MET SG/10) of ICAO held in Bangkok, 17-21 July 2006, the initiative was
presented and a draft conclusion was formulated to invite ICAO to consider updating the ICAO
wind shear posters for training and educational purposes, based on the new posters being
developed by HKO in collaboration with WMO and IFALPA. This conclusion has been adopted by
the Seventeenth Meeting of the Asia/Pacific Air Navigation Planning and Implementation Regional
Group (APANPIRG/17) in August 2006.
__________
Annexes: 2
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(a)

ICAO Wind Shear Related Posters:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Gust Front Turbulence and Windshear (P621) – 1982
Windshear – Microburst (P683) – 1988
Microburst – Wind Shear (P686) – 1990

(b)

(c)

PROGRESS/ACTIVITY REPORTS

(a)

(b)

HKO/IFALPA Booklet on Windshear and Turbulence in Hong Kong – information for pilots:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Cover page of second edition (2005)
Schematic on wind shear induced by terrain
Schematic on wind shear induced by sea breeze
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(c)
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AGENDA ITEM 8 – CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES
INTERNATIONAL POLAR YEAR 2007-2008
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 8(2)
INTERNATIONAL POLAR YEAR 2007-2008 (IPY)
1.
IPY 2007-2008 initiated by WMO and ICSU will be an intensive and internationally
coordinated campaign of high quality research activities and observations in Polar Regions.
Following Resolution 34 (Cg-XIV), Resolution 11 (EC-LVI) and the Resolution of the 28th ICSU
Assembly, WMO and ICSU as lead agencies for the IPY preparation and implementation had
established in November 2004 a Joint Committee (JC) for IPY. Membership of the JC includes
14 prominent scientists and representatives of IASC, ICSU, IOC, SCAR and WMO. Membership
of the JC, its Terms of Reference and other relevant material are available (www. ipy.org). The JC
had established three Sub-Committees: on Observations, on Data Policy and Management, and on
Education, Outreach and Communications.
2.
The main role of the JC is to facilitate projects and activities within IPY that are
consistent with the six themes and observational initiatives outlined in the Framework for the
International Polar Year 2007-2008. The official observing period of the IPY is from 1 March 2007
to 1 March 2009. The main geographic focus will be the Earth’s high latitudes, but studies in any
region relevant to the understanding of polar processes or phenomena will be encouraged.
3.
In order to collect the information on IPY projects planned by the nations, WMO and
ICSU, in November 2004, issued a call to WMO Permanent Representatives, ICSU Scientific
Unions and National Committees on IPY to provide the JC with Expressions of Intent (EOI). About
1200 EOI were collected by mid-January 2005 at the International Programme Office on IPY (IPO)
established by WMO and ICSU in Cambridge, UK. They have been evaluated by the JC and, as a
result, all EOI proponents received a response from the JC, indicating the category of EOI and
requesting to develop full proposals based on EOI by 31 January 2006.
4.
In order to coordinate IPY activities within WMO, in particular among technical
commissions and NMHS, EC-LVI established an Intercommission Task Group (ITG) on the IPY,
chaired by Prof Qin (China). ITG membership includes representatives of CAS, CAeM, (vicepresident of CAeM, Mr C. Mcleod), CBS, CCl, CHy, CIMO, JCOMM, and WCRP. The ITG at its
first session (Geneva, 4-6 April 2005) had considered the role of technical commissions in the
process of the preparation of IPY full proposals and developed a number of recommendations
approved by EC-LVII to JC and technical commissions regarding ways and means for the better
coordination of the IPY preparation among NMHS, international agencies and multinational
programmes. JC at its second session (Geneva, November 2005) expressed the appreciation to
the ITG for its active role in the process of preparation of full project proposals for IPY and very
much welcomed the involvement of technical commissions in the development and implementation
of IPY activities addressing observational data and products, data management and information
services as well as education, outreach and communication.
5.
In April 2006 JC had completed an evaluation of 452 full project proposals received
from nations up to 31 January 2006 for scientific or educational significance, for consistency with
the IPY themes, for evidence of international collaboration, and for evidence that activities
proposed would contribute to an IPY legacy. Out of these 452 project proposals JC endorsed 218
(166 scientific proposals and 52 for education and outreach) in which 60 countries participate. A
large number of NMHS had played an active role in preparation of more than half of IPY project
proposals that are related to the studies of atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere and climate and
planned to participate in their implementation. Considering the role of NMHS and technical
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commissions in IPY, EC-LVIII (June, 2006) concluded that they would play an important role during
the IPY implementation when the existing elements of global observing systems which are at
present within their areas of responsibility would be in use, as well as beyond IPY, when the major
role of NMHS and technical commissions should be to ensure the legacy of observing systems
improved or established during the IPY.
6.
In this context an extension of the AMDAR programme to cover Polar Regions, in
particular during the IPY implementation phase, is considered as an important element of the
integrated observing component of the IPY 2007-2008. ITG at its first session noted with
appreciation the presentation given by Dr J. Stickland, former technical coordinator of AMDAR
(who represented CAeM at that session) on the status of implementation of the AMDAR
programme in Polar Regions and future perspectives. The Group recognized that although at
present few automated meteorological observations in the form of profiles were provided by aircraft
routinely in Polar Regions, there were a number of possibilities that would have the potential to
improve the situation marginally over the next few years. The IPY could be very helpful to provide
that stimulation but it may take a special coordinated effort to bring this to the attention of Members
and some recommendation to this effect is required. Relevant Member countries may also involve
other agencies in their countries operating beside civil aviation aircraft in Polar Regions to report
AMDAR observations. It was noted that the AMDAR Panel is ready to provide technical assistance
and necessary information.
7.
Follow this the EC-LVII (June, 2005), noting that a number of WMO Member countries
are developing or planning to develop national and regional AMDAR projects relevant to Polar
Regions, encouraged them to complete such projects in time to be implemented during the IPY in
order to provide a valuable set of upper-air data.
8.
The IPY Sub-Committee on Observations at its first session (Potsdam, Germany,
March 2006) noted with appreciation the information received from J. Stickland on future plans of
Canada, Sweden and Germany as well as E-AMDAR to operate with AMDAR or alternative
systems in high latitude regions of the Arctic. However, actions are still necessary to get better
coverage over Siberia.
9.
The Sub-Committee was also pleased to learn that US NWS, NSF and Air Force had
concrete plans to configure a range of Hercules aircraft operating in Antarctica to produce several
vertical profiles each day during summer periods and enroute data throughout the year. Significant
contribution in this respect is expected from Chile (NMS) over Antarctica and from Australia
(Qantas) over the Southern Ocean.
10.
In view of the above, the Commission is invited to request the AMDAR Panel to
undertake appropriate actions to ensure more active involvement of the AMDAR Programme in the
implementation of the IPY observing component.

_______________
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AGENDA ITEM 8 – CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES
THE ROLE OF AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY IN DISASTER PREVENTION AND
MITIGATION
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 8(3)
THE ROLE OF AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY IN DISASTER RISK REDUCTION,
PREVENTION AND MITIGATION AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE
1.

Introduction

At its fifty-eighth session, the WMO Executive Council noted that “WMO and NMHS’s
contribute to different stages of disaster reduction, including prevention and mitigation, emergency
preparedness, response, crisis management, recovery and reconstruction.”
The purpose of this document is to demonstrate the areas where aeronautical
meteorology will benefit all of the stages of disaster reduction mentioned above.
2.

Prevention and Mitigation of Natural Disasters

In the area of Prevention and Mitigation, maintaining the operability of aviation
infrastructure is a vital element. Meteorology and hydrology play an important role in the planning
phase of new or improved aviation infrastructure. The large demand for sparsely populated land
areas required for any new development of aerodromes may favour areas with an elevated risk
potential. The necessity to find flat, homogenous terrain with no or little human habitation or
existing infrastructure often leads to the selection of alluvial floodplains that are subject to serious
flooding, dense fog episodes and subsidence following extreme precipitation or droughts.
NMHS’s, which through their aeronautical meteorology units have established links and working
relationships with airport and planning authorities can provide valuable information during the
planning process on climatological and hydrological conditions in the area of a planned aerodrome
or its extension. They would also be in a position to give expertise on the perceived susceptibility
to adverse effects of aviation on local air quality if the topography and microclimate are inhibiting
mixing of the boundary layer.
3.

Preparedness

Currently, all operational aerodrome forecasts and warnings in the field of aeronautical
meteorology as regulated in cooperation with the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
are limited to lead times of 24 hours or less. In the case of tropical cyclones, snowstorms, dust
and sand storms and severe flooding, there is considerable potential skill in forecasts far beyond
this limit. The use of such longer-range forecasts to support disaster preparedness is currently left
to bilateral arrangements between service providers and stakeholders at best and left to individual
initiatives as a more typical situation. A coherent response to anticipated emergency situations will
depend on a framework of alerts by early warning systems based on well-defined thresholds of
anticipated risks. The establishing of contingency plans in support of relief operations by air is
seen as a prerequisite to the effective conduct of such operations. A need for such contingency
plans is now being referred to in ICAO plans for supporting the Small Island Developing States:
-

As regards airlift and supply flights, extended-range forecasts can be used to estimate
upper boundaries to airspace and airfield capacities depending on the expected
weather conditions;
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Extended forecasts are needed to avoid any loss of important transport capacity by reassigning air transport capacities (aircraft, ground equipment) to airfields and
aerodromes expected to remain operable during extreme weather events such as
tropical storms, dust-and sandstorms, or snow- and ice storms.
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Emergency Response

For this aspect, three major areas of involvement for the Aeronautical Meteorology
Programme are identified:
-

In order to allow proper planning for relief operations, longer-range aerodrome
forecasts (beyond the current 24-hour limit of the ICAO-requirement for Terminal
Aerodrome Forecasts) will be needed to estimate quantity and timing of relief supplies
that can be brought into the affected area;

-

Detailed route forecasts for relief and rescue flights under Visual Flight Rules (VFR)
both for fixed-wing and helicopter operations are required. These need to be prepared
both for individual flights with a typical time-frame of up to 6 hours, and for planning
purposes out to 36-48 hours;

-

In the absence of existing and operable ground-based infrastructure (observation points
for cloud ceiling height and visibility) the use of transportable equipment to be
deployed at airfields and along critical VFR-routes can be considered. Training of
personnel to be deployed in emergencies should include basic aviation weather
observation techniques and codes;

-

Equipment for such purposes would ideally include portable weather radars, automatic
observing stations with back-scatter visibility measurements, laser ceilometers and
automated precipitation measurements, with a remote data read-out via mobile-phone,
UHF data link or sitcom links;

-

Staff requirements would include experienced forecasters/nowcasters with in-depth
experience of local climate, topography and typical sub-scale phenomena such as local
wind systems, precipitation enhancement, low visibility and ceiling height connected to
topographical features.

____________

Annex: 1
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ANNEX
PROGRESS WITH IMPLEMENTATION OF WMO DISASTER PREVENTION AND
MITIGATION PROGRAMME
1.
WMO has established a new cross-cutting Natural Disaster Prevention and Mitigation
(DPM) Programme (C-XIV, EC-LVI, EC-LVII, EC-LVIII) with the vision to strengthen further
contributions of National Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHSs), in a more costeffective, systematic and sustainable manner, toward improving the safety and well being of
communities. This Programme addresses capacity development of NMHSs in supporting disaster
risk reduction (DRR) decisions at the national level including prevention and mitigation as well as
emergency preparedness, response, recovery and reconstruction.
2.
EC-LVIII approved a cross-cutting coordination framework, for identifying WMO DPM
Programmes’ strategic priorities and projects that would be measurable with respect to their
benefits and outcomes. Such cross-cutting projects would be prioritized and built upon activities of
WMO Programmes, technical commissions, regional associations, and strategic partners, with
clear definition of roles, responsibilities and deliverables.
3.
The cross-cutting framework of the DPM Programme was supported by an Executive
Council Advisory Group on DPM (EC AG DPM), high-level focal points in technical commissions,
working groups of the regional associations, national focal points designated by Permanent
Representatives, the Secretariat Steering Committee on DRR, the DPM Programme Office and the
focal points of WMO Departments. Furthermore, it noted the role of presidents of technical
commissions to coordinate contributions, particularly related to inter-Commission activities. It
would be desirable to officially designate a DPM focal point within the CAeM Management Group.
4.
As a benchmark, the Secretariat initiated four fact-finding surveys to document DRR
capabilities; activities and needs of WMO Members and WMO Regions; as well as to map related
activities of both WMO Programmes and technical commissions. Ongoing consultations with DPM
focal points and working groups as well as the outcomes of these surveys are essential in
identifying strategic priorities and prioritizing cross-cutting projects to assist NMHSs. A WMO DPM
Programme operating plan is being prepared outlining the overall WMO strategy in DRR and within
the new WMO result-based approach, providing prioritized projects.
5.
The DPM Programme intends to host a meeting of Technical Commission DPM
Coordinators in December 2006 to further explore the cross-programme opportunities. The
outcomes of this coordination meeting will be presented at the 2nd meeting of the EC Advisory
group on DPM in late January 2007, to which the presidents of technical commissions will be
invited to discuss (inter-) Commission activities in support of the DPM Programme.
6.
The international movement in DRR following the World Conference for Disaster Reduction
(WCDR, Kobe, Japan, January 2005) and its outcome, the Hyogo Framework for Action, aimed to
shift disaster risk management at the national level from post emergency response and recovery to
a more balanced approach that would include prevention and mitigation strategies, as well as
preparedness and contingency planning. This movement is already reflected through changes in
the strategic direction of some international and regional humanitarian development and donor
agencies supporting activities on national and regional levels. Many of these agencies work with
different ministries at the national level, and thus collaboration could result in enhanced
recognition, credibility and financing, providing a basis for better NMHSs’ and aeronautical
meteorology services in support of DRR.
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AGENDA ITEM 8 – CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES
RA II PILOT PROJECT TO DEVELOP SUPPORT FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN
AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY PROGRAMME
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 8(4)
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1
In the thirteenth session of RA II held in Hong Kong, China during 7-15 December
2004, a "Pilot Project to Develop Support for Developing Countries in Aeronautical Meteorology
Programme" was established. The Pilot Project aims at making available numerical weather
guidance products over the Internet to NMHSs of developing countries in RA II for providing
aviation weather service, including the preparation of TAF, SIGMET and flight documentation.
1.2
To coordinate the work, a Coordination Group comprising experts from ten Members
(Cambodia; China (Coordinator); Hong Kong, China; Iran; Japan; Lao; Mongolia; Myanmar; Nepal;
and Yemen) was formed. Observers from ICAO and the two World Area Forecast Centres
(WAFCs) were also invited.
2.

PROGRESS

2.1
A list of the guidance products to be made available for the Pilot Project has been
drawn up in consultation with members of the Coordination Group
2.2
A test version of the Website for the Pilot Project providing the guidance products was
launched by China in August 2005 for further review and comment by the Coordination Group.
The Website is accessible at: www.aamets.org (see Figure 1 for homepage) and the
username/password for accessing the guidance products are available from the Coordinator. The
Website includes the following guidance products:
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

Flight meteorological documentation – SIGWX forecasts (see example in Figure 2),
upper-wind and temperature forecast (see example in Figure 3) and aeronautical
meteorology reports;
Guidance products for SIGMET – including icing and clear-air turbulence forecasts (see
example in Figure 4), convective parameters, and dust storm forecasts (see example in
Figure 5);
Guidance products for TAF – T+48 hr city forecasts in time series (see example in
Figure 6); and
Other products – including FY2C satellite imageries (see example in Figure 7), weather
radar imageries from China and other Members in RA II, and synoptic analysis.

2.3
After the test Website for the Pilot Project was launched, another round of surveys to
collect feedback from the Coordination Group was conducted in late 2005. Member’s support was
received for further development and quick implementation of the Website for use by aviation
weather forecasters. Some suggestions were made on advancing the lead time and spatial
resolution of the forecasts, and the importance of guidance products for SIGMET was also
highlighted.
2.4
In response to the Member’s support to implement the Website for use by aviation
weather forecasters in RA II, China plans to organize, jointly with WMO, a training seminar for
aviation weather forecasters in the Region on aeronautical meteorological service and the use of
the guidance products on the Pilot Project Website. The training seminar is tentatively scheduled
to last 2½ days and to be held in Beijing, China in March 2007. The topics to be covered by the
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seminar include developments and international standards of aeronautical meteorology,
preparation of en-route weather forecasts, TAF and SIGMET, overview of the Pilot Project Website
and the use and interpretation of the guidance products. Limited funding support will be made
available by WMO and China Meteorological Administration to support participants from Members
of developing countries in RA II.
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CAeM-XIII/Rep. 8(4), APPENDIX, p. 2

Figure 1 – Homepage of the Pilot Project Website (www.aamets.org) developed and maintained by the China Meteorological Administration
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(CMA)

Figure 2 – High-level SIGWX forecast chart
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Figure 3 – Upper-wind and temperature forecast chart
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Figure 4 – Clear-air turbulence forecast chart
Ave. Dust Concentration [µg/m^3] Below 3000M level
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From 2006100812z (UTC)

+ 18hr Fcst

2
Figure 5 – Dust storm forecast chart

to 2006100906z (UTC)
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Figure 6 – City weather forecast in time series
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Figure 7 – FY2C infrared satellite imagery
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AGENDA ITEM 9 – FUTURE PLANS AND PRIORITIES, INCLUDING THE LONG-TERM PLAN
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SIXTH LONG-TERM PLAN
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 9(1)
1.
The Secretariat will undertake the analysis of the replies to the questionnaire related to
the second survey on the implementation of the AeMP 6LTP – 2004-2007 by 1 June 2006 when
these replies are expected to be received by the Secretariat.
2.
Resolution 25 (Cg-XIV) requests the Executive Council, the regional associations, the
technical commissions and the Secretary-General to adhere to the policies set forth in the Plan and
to organize their activities so as to realize the WMO vision, desired outcomes, strategies and
associated goals as described in the Plan, as well as to achieve the overall and main long-term
objective associated with the WMO Programmes contained therein.
3.
The fifty-sixth Executive Council (EC-LVI) noted with appreciation the report of the
president of CAeM on progress made to reach the goals contained in the 6LTP, highlighting
significant aeronautical meteorology issues and events since the last Council session.
WMO SIXTH LONG-TERM PLAN (6LTP) FOR AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY
AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY COMPONENT OF THE 6LTP FOR 2004-2007
Aeronautical Meteorology Programme (AeMP)
Purpose and scope
6.4.17 The purpose of AeMP is to assist Members, through an internationally-coordinated
programme, in their efforts to further the application of meteorology to aviation. The scope of the
programme, in the framework of WMO’s role of facilitating international coordination and
cooperation, covers improvements to the provision of operational meteorological information
required by the aviation industry (including the requirements specified by Technical Regulations
[C.3.1]) to ensure the safety, regularity and efficiency of air navigation, and to the provision of
meteorological assistance and expertise for non-real-time aviation activities. This programme will
directly contribute to WMO Strategy 1 through enhancing aviation safety, to Strategy 2 through
enhancing benefits to the aviation sector, and to Strategy 4 through ensuring the sustainability of
the worldwide provision of services.
Main long-term objective
6.4.18 The main long-term objective of AeMP is to ensure the worldwide, reliable provision of good
quality, timely, cost-effective, sustainable and responsive meteorological services to users
throughout the world in support of safe, regular and efficient aviation operations.
Implementation activities 2004–2007
6.4.19 The implementation of the programme includes the following activities and appropriate
performance indicators, with the highest priority on training, focus on aviation users, and improved
terminal forecasting:
(a)

Organize specialized training activities: Within an overwhelming need for training,
emphasis will be placed on nowcasting and very short-range forecasting techniques,
and on ensuring that WAFS products are used to the best advantage. Innovative
approaches to training will be used, including the establishment of the Commission for
Aeronautical Meteorology (CAeM) as a clearing house for available materials and
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expertise. Relevant performance indicators are:

(b)

(i)

Number of Members who have had staff participate in CAeM training activities;

(ii)

Measure of satisfaction with the benefits their services have received through
taking advantage of CAeM training activities.

Improve mutual understanding of needs and capabilities between service providers and
users: This activity will aim to better understand the users’ needs and promote the
provision of meteorological services that respond to these needs. Publicity material
(including quantified benefits of aviation meteorological services) will be developed and
promoted, directly and via the CAeM web site. Relevant performance indicators are:
(i)
(ii)

(c)

Assist Members in the planning, development and implementation of meteorological
systems to support the Communications, Navigation and Surveillance/ Air Traffic
Management (CNS/ATM) systems of the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO): Guidance and assistance will be provided to Members on the planning,
development and implementation of meteorological systems to support the new
CNS/ATM systems, in coordination with ICAO. Relevant performance indicators are:
(i)
(ii)

(d)

Availability of guidance for Members;
Number of Members with an implementation plan for meteorological systems to
support the new CNS/ATM systems.

Improve and tailor forecasts of terminal weather to benefit the safety and efficiency of
aviation operations: In addition to traditional activities for improving terminal aerodrome
forecasts (TAFs), there will need to be a new focus on novel products and techniques
which can assist in improving airport capacity, including the forecasting of conditions
conducive to wake vortex formation, and disruptive phenomena such as fog and dust.
Progress will be made in the development, application and technology transfer of
nowcasting techniques and local, high-resolution, frequently updated numerical models.
Furthermore, economic benefits will come through new products providing longer leadtime forecasts of disruptive weather conditions. Relevant performance indicators are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(e)

Number of Members that have established regular consultation meetings with
major aviation users or their representative bodies;
Number of hits on the AeMP web site.

Overall global performance measures for TAFs;
Number of Members with access to products from high-resolution models in
support of terminal forecasting;
Number of Members assisted through AeMP technology transfer activities;
Number of Members providing forecasts more than 24 hours in advance of
disruptive weather conditions for the aviation industry.

Assist Members in the implementation of cost-recovery and other changes to national
service arrangements: Guidance and assistance will be provided to Members
undergoing a review of their national arrangements for aeronautical meteorological
service delivery, including the implementation of cost recovery, and the role of the
designated meteorological authority. WMO will participate in the re-activated ICAO Air
Navigation Services Economics Panel (ANSEP) dealing with cost-recovery matters.
Relevant performance indicators are:
(i)

Number of Members assisted;
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(ii)
(f)

Number of Members with full access to WAFS products;
Number of Members producing locally all necessary flight documentation.

Improve warnings for en route weather hazards, including icing, turbulence, tropical
cyclones and volcanic ash: Performance will be assessed and improved through better
exploitation of global and regional NWP model information, remote-sensing information
(particularly novel satellite products), and contributing, together with TCP, to the
completion of the implementation of the ICAO Tropical Cyclone Advisory Centres
(TCACs). Relevant performance indicators are:
(i)
(ii)

(j)

Number ofMembers utilizing TAF verification information;
Number of Members formally assessing the quality of aviation forecasts and
warnings.

Ensure beneficial utilization of WAFS products: The plan foresees that all Members will
have full access to WAFS BUFR and GRIB products, and the ability to produce locally
all necessary flight documentation based on WAFS and to support the production of
local and regional aviation forecasts. Relevant performance indicators are:
(i)
(ii)

(i)

Availability of guidance for Members;
Number of Members operating a quality management system to an approved
standard.

Develop and implement a WMO approved set of methods for performance
measurement of aviation forecasts and warnings: The initial focus will be on finalizing
and implementing the work carried out on a user-oriented TAF verification system with
flexible threshholds. Relevant performance indicators are:
(i)
(ii)

(h)

Measure of satisfaction with assistance provided.

Strive towards a quality management system with an approved standard for aviation
meteorological services: Guidance will be developed to assist all Members in working
towards the implementation of quality management systems, with the key benefits of
helping aviation meteorological service providers and their staff to raise the quality of
their service to aviation users, and to improve efficiency. Relevant performance
indicators are:
(i)
(ii)

(g)
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Measures of performance for en route weather hazards;
Level of implementation of ICAO TCACs.

Improve the usefulness and cost-effectiveness of meteorological observations in the
terminal area: Improved benefits will be obtained through better utilization of the
capabilities of available automated systems, both in direct support of aviation in the
terminal area, and as a data source in support of nowcasting and very short-range
forecasting. Relevant performance indicators are:
Number of aerodromes enhancing their observing programme through the use of
automated systems.

(k)

Further develop cost-effective global collection and dissemination of automated
meteorological reports from aircraft to enhance GOS and improve forecasting of
aviation weather hazards: Through the coordination of Members’ activities by the
AMDAR Panel, with assistance from the Secretariat, the availability of good quality
global upper-air data (including humidity) will be enhanced, in particular from data
sparse areas of the world, and progress will be made on resolving data ownership
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issues. Relevant performance indicators are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(l)

Assist ICAO in updating the international Standards and Recommended Practices
(SARPs), and prepare guidance material on their correct application: pdates to Annex
3/Technical Regulations [C.3.1] in response to evolving requirements will be carried out
in coordination with ICAO, and guidance material will be prepared on the correct
application of these SARPs. Relevant performance indicators are:
(i)
(ii)

(m)

Number of Members operating AMDAR programmes;
Number of AMDAR observations reporting turbulence, humidity and icing;
Number of AMDAR observations available for global data assimilation systems;
Impact of AMDAR reports on NWP models.

Updated SARPs;
Guidance material issued.

Promote enhanced understanding and awareness of the impact of aviation on the
environment: This component will be implemented through the publication of
information material, CAeM participation in the work of the ICAO Committee on Aviation
Environmental Protection (CAEP) and the development of new products which could
facilitate mitigation of environmental impacts. Relevant performance indicators are:
(i)
(ii)

Publications issued or updated;
New products developed.

Results
6.4.20 It is expected that the implementation of the programme will lead to better provision of
services to aviation worldwide, and a significant contribution to the GOS, as indicated by the
measures in (a) through to (m).
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AGENDA ITEM 11 – REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 11
SUGGESTED ACTION ON THE RESOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ADOPTED BY THE
COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY PRIOR TO ITS THIRTEENTH SESSION
AND STILL IN FORCE
A.

CAeM-XII RESOLUTIONS

Resolution
1 (CAeM-XII)

2 (CAeM-XII)

3 (CAeM-XII)

4 (CAeM-XII)

B.

2 (CAeM-XII)

1/3

To be kept in force
Noted in Resolution 9 (EC-LV)
To be replaced by a new resolution
Noted in Resolution 9 (EC-LV)
To be replaced by a new resolution
Noted in Resolution 9 (EC-LV)
To be replaced by a new resolution

Title
Comments and action proposed
Training activities of the Aeronautical Noted in Resolution 9 (EC-LV)
Meteorology Programme
To be replaced by a new resolution
Review of the resolutions of the Approved in Resolution 9 (EC-LV)
Executive Council based on previous
recommendations of the Commission Not to be kept in force
for Aeronautical Meteorology

CONJOINT WMO CAeM SESSION/ICAO METEOROLOGICAL DIVISIONAL MEETING
RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation
1/1

1/2

Comment and action proposed
Noted in Resolution 9 (EC-LV)

CAeM-XII RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation
1 (CAeM-XII)

C.

Title
Review of previous resolutions and
recommendations of the Commission
for Aeronautical Meteorology
The Management Group of the
Commission
for
Aeronautical
Meteorology (CAeM Management
Group)
Open Programme Area Group on
Training, the Environment and New
Developments
in
Aeronautical
Meteorology (TREND)
Open Programme Area Group on the
Provision
of
Meteorological
Information required by Civil Aviation
(PROMET)

Title
Comments and action proposed
Support of WWW to the operation of Approved in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
WAFS
Not to be kept in force
Training
assistance
to
States/ Approved in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
Members on workstation operation
and display of WAFS products using Not to be kept in force
GRIB and BUFR code forms
Amendment 73 to Appendix 1 to Approved in Resolution 4 (EC-LVI)
Annex 3/Technical Regulations [C.3.1]
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- Depiction of multiple jetstreams and Not to be kept in force
crossing jetstreams
1/4

1/5

1/6

1/7

1/8

1/9

1/10

1/11

1/12

1/13

1/14

1/15

1/16

1/17

Lead time for issuance of WAFS Addressed to ICAO
SIGWX forecasts
Not to be kept in force
Amendment 73 to Annex 3/Technical Approved in Resolution 4 (EC-LVI)
Regulations [C.3.1] – World Area
Forecast System
Not to be kept in force
Establishment of a WAFS Operations Addressed to ICAO
Group (WAFSOPSG)
Not to be kept in force
Quality control of the meteorological Noted in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
information included in ADS reports
Not to be kept in force
Amendment 73 to Annex 3/Technical Approved in Resolution 4 (EC-LVI)
Regulations [C.3.1] — Templates for
messages to be uplinked to, or Not to be kept in force
downlinked from, aircraft in flight
Consideration of the code to be used Noted in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
for
uplinking
meteorological
information to aircraft in flight
Not to be kept in force
Improvement in detection, forecast Endorsed by Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
algorithms and WAFS output products
for turbulence and icing
Not to be kept in force
Special implementation projects on Addressed to ICAO
the issuance of SIGMET messages by
meteorological watch offices
Not to be kept in force
Implementation of SIGMET
Noted in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
Not to be kept in force
Upgrade of the volcanic ash advisory Addressed to ICAO
message to a “warning”
Not to be kept in force
Amendment 73 to Annex 3/Technical Approved in Resolution 4 (EC-LVI)
Regulations [C.3.1] — Inclusion of a
requirement for information from Not to be kept in force
selected State volcano observatories
in Annex 3/Technical Regulations
[C.3.1] and the meteorology part of
the regional AN plans
Amendment 73 to Annex 3/Technical Approved in Resolution 4 (EC-LVI)
Regulations [C.3.1] — Maintenance of
a 24-hour watch by VAACs
Not to be kept in force
Amendment 73 to Annex 3/Technical Approved in Resolution 4 (EC-LVI)
Regulations [C.3.1] — Volcanic ash
and tropical cyclone advisories in the Not to be kept in force
BUFR code form
Proposed volcanic ash advisory in Addressed to ICAO
graphical format
Not to be kept in force
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1/18

1/19

1/20

1/21

1/22

2/1
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Completion of the assessment of the Noted in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
usefulness of seismic and infrasonic
data from the CTBTO observing Not to be kept in force
networks to IAVW
Research in the detection of volcanic Approved in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
ash from satellite data
Not to be kept in force
Evaluation of developing SARPs for Noted in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
radiation
and
other
hazardous
materials
released
into
the Not to be kept in force
atmosphere
Issuance
of
tropical
cyclone Addressed to ICAO
advisories for International civil
aviation
Not to be kept in force
Establishment of an IAVW Operations Addressed to ICAO
Group (IAVWOPSG)
Not to be kept in force
Amendment 73 to Annex 3/Technical Approved in Resolution 4 (EC-LVI)
Regulations [C.3.1] — Inclusion of
updated provisions related to the Not to be kept in force
observing
and
reporting
of
meteorological elements

2/2

Development of a Manual on the Use Noted in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
of
Automatic
Meteorological
Observing Systems at Aerodromes
Not to be kept in force

2/3

Studies related to meteorological Noted in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
reports and aerodrome forecasts
Not to be kept in force
Development of standard algorithms Approved in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
for the processing of cloud base
height and cloud amount to be used in Not to be kept in force
the automation of the aeronautical
meteorological observations

2/4

2/5

Development of a migration plan Approved in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
concerning the use of table-driven
code forms for the dissemination of Not to be kept in force
METAR/SPECI and TAF

2/6

Development of the MET component Noted in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
of the global CNS/ATM concept
Not to be kept in force
Amendment 73 to Annex 3/Technical Approved in Resolution 4 (EC-LVI)
Regulations [C.3.1] — Restructuring
of Annex 3
Not to be kept in force

3/1

4/1

Seminars on cost recovery

Approved in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)

4/2

Not to be kept in force
Extension of guidance material on Noted in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
cost recovery
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4/3

4/4

4/5

4/6

4/7
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Guidance
material
management

on

Not to be kept in force
quality Approved in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)

Not to be kept in force
Requirements for qualifications and Addressed to ICAO
training of aeronautical meteorological
personnel
Not to be kept in force
Use of the Internet as a backup

Noted in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)

Not to be kept in force
Development of guidance and criteria Noted in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
for the accreditation/qualification of
providers
of
aeronautical Not to be kept in force
meteorological information via the
Internet
Development of guidelines for access Noted in Resolution 10 (EC-LV)
to
aeronautical
meteorological
information
Not to be kept in force
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SUGGESTED ACTION ON THE RESOLUTIONS OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL BASED
ON PREVIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICAL
METEOROLOGY

Resolution
9 (EC-LV)

10 (EC-LV)

4 (EC-LVI)

Title
Report of the twelfth session of the
Commission
for
Aeronautical
Meteorology
Report of the conjoint WMO CAeM
Session/ICAO
Meteorological
Divisional Meeting
Amendments to WMO Technical
Regulations (WMO-No. 49), Volume II
–
Meteorological
Service
for
International Air Navigation

Comment and action proposed
Action completed
Not to be kept in force
Action completed
Not to be kept in force
Action completed
Not to be kept in force

AGENDA ITEM 13 – ANY OTHER MATTERS
PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN THE WORK OF THE COMMISSION:
NOMINATION OF A GENDER FOCAL POINT
CAeM-XIII/Rep. 13
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE SECOND WMO CONFERENCE ON WOMEN IN
METEOROLOGY AND HYDROLOGY1
The Second WMO Conference on Women in Meteorology and Hydrology was held at the
Headquarters of the WMO Secretariat in Geneva from 24 to 27 March 2003. The main
objectives of the Conference were: to review the current situation as regards the
participation of women in meteorology and hydrology; to review progress since the WMO
Bangkok Meeting on the Participation of Women in Meteorology and Hydrology in 1997; to
develop benchmarks to measure future progress; and to develop strategies to increase the
participation of women in the activities of WMO and in the work of National Meteorological
and Hydrological Services (NMHSs). The Conference also considered the gender sensitive
aspects of the activities of NMHSs such as the application of climate information by rural
women and the special roles women play in water management and disaster response.
The Conference reviewed and reaffirmed the recommendations of the 1997 Bangkok
meeting and stressed the need for their implementation and for accountability. To advance
that objective, and to further promote the participation of women in meteorology and
hydrology and in WMO activities, the Conference agreed that the following actions should be
taken by women professionals, and in particular, participants to the Conference:
•

1

Women professionals to promote and participate in the process of career development
through formal and informal mentoring, guiding and counseling activities;

The conference proceedings are available in English, French and Spanish from
http://www.wmo.int/web/wmoh/womendocs/FinalReport-ConfMarch2003-EN.pdf
http://www.wmo.int/web/wmoh/womendocs/FinalReport-ConfMarch2003-FR.pdf
http://www.wmo.int/web/wmoh/womendocs/FinalReport-ConfMarch2003-SP.pdf
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•
•
•

PROGRESS/ACTIVITY REPORTS

Participants to brief the Permanent Representatives of their countries prior to Congress
on the recommendations and outcomes of the conference;
Participants to work continuously to promote awareness of results of the conference
within their own institutions/organizations/countries;
Participants to form regional/sub-regional networks to exchange ideas, experiences
and policies. These networks could also be used to allow participants to share
information with other countries within their region not present at the conference.

The Conference urged NMHSs, Technical Commissions and Regional Associations and the
Permanent Representatives to take the following actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NMHSs to establish and support gender focal points on meteorology and hydrology in
each country;
Regional Associations and Technical Commissions to appoint and support gender focal
points from among women with appropriate expertise;
Regional Associations and Technical Commissions to report regularly on progress on
gender issues to Congress/EC;
Permanent Representatives to make regular reports on gender issues at Regional
Association meetings;
Permanent Representatives to ensure that information related to career opportunities
and development is made available in particular to their female staff;
NMHSs to take special actions to retain young female professionals, for example, by
offering exchanges, secondments, and special assignments;
NMHSs to consider establishing national associations of women in meteorology and
hydrology with a view towards the eventual formation of an International Association of
Women in Meteorology and Hydrology.

